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Inside This Issue

ith the beginning
of the New Year
we say goodbye
to Regina Hunter, who has
been with us since the beginning of the magazine.
Regina and her son Dylan
(who was not yet born
when she came on board)
have been as much a part
of our family as our own
families. We will miss her,
but will see her, I'm sure,
as she will remain here to start her own venture. We wish her
much luck.
This issue brings to light many things to consider as your start
2007. It is full of timely information about resolutions, nutrition,
ﬁtness and more— information that makes sense and that you
can use in your daily lives to enrich your lifestyles and remain
healthy. We hope you'll learn at least one thing with each issue...we have gained a wealth of knowledge just by publishing
articles every month by our local experts.
Make sure to mark you calendars for the Natural Triad Health
Fair & Symposium, which will be on March 24. You will be
reading more about it in the February issue, and hearing more
about it in early March as our television and radio promotions
start. Our major sponsors this year are: WGHP Fox 8, Vaughan
Medical Center, Earth Fare, GTCC School of Massage Therapy
and LeBleu of the Triad. Because of them, this will be a great
event that you won't want to miss. Many thanks to Dr. Elizabeth
Vaughan who has worked hard to secure some great speakers for
that day. The entire day will be ﬁlled with speakers, demonstrations, lots of health-related vendors, health screeenings, etc.
Once you have this issue in your hands, we will be moved
into our new ofﬁces in Greensboro. The new address is on the
Masthead page, should you need to mail anything. Our phone
numbers will remain the same. We look forward to having a
loading dock to receive our monthly shipment of magazines!

Wishing you health and happiness,
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Just One New Year’s Resolution
After the holiday season of anxiety, over-extending, over-everything
comes a New Year and a new resolve to do better next time around.
Unfortunately that often means over-reaching for goals no one could actually achieve.

H
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ere’s a way to stay out of the perfectionist trap of extreme New Year’s resolutions. Instead, make just one
basic resolution. This resolution is easy to carry out
and will provide positive feedback all year. That’s a much better
deal than the negative feedback of guilt that comes with failing to achieve goals that were impossible in the ﬁrst place.
This single New Year’s resolution comes in two simple
steps: ﬁrst, learn something valuable to your overall health
and well-being; and second, take action on what you have
learned. That’s it! Just that simple! Of course, it will take some
on-going effort to carry out this resolution, but doesn’t anything worthwhile take a little effort? And the positive feedback
– the rewards – produced by making this effort are continuous
and even grow larger as you carry out this resolution.
Now for some suggestions on what might be valuable to
learn and what action to take. Just pick one of the following
possibilities (or a few, for the ambitious) and get started on
making the New Year a better year. Remember everyone can
learn. It’s the one ability we are all born with. Over time we
develop preferences for one or another basic learning style
– kinesthetic (movement), visual, auditory – but learn we do,
no matter what style we prefer. First learn, then take action
—that’s how to create a richer, broader, more fulﬁlling New
Year.
It just might be valuable to learn something new in each
of 3 aspects of being human: something relating to the physical BODY, something involving our rational MIND, and something useful about our EMOTIONS (like how to express feel-
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ings more effectively).

Something Relating to the
Physical Body
Learning something valuable about the BODY that we can
then act on to improve our physical health is easy – just read
this magazine. Every issue presents many new things to learn
about physical health, especially in the subject area of nutrition. The other fundamental area of body health besides nutrition is exercise. Just one thing learned and acted on in each
of these areas – nutrition and exercise – will improve anyone’s
life and provide positive feedback all year. Suggestion: for nutrition, learn about and act on the various chemical additives
in our food and drink to preserve color, enhance taste, and
prolong shelf life. Some of these make some of us sick, but
our society is willing to accept some casualties to keep food
cheap, even if the food just makes us fat without providing
much nourishment. Hydrogenated fats and oils, anyone? Sulphur dioxide to preserve color – yummy!
As for exercise, a good suggestion is to learn that the human body is made for movement, not for holding still. So take
action by learning to move your body. Walk, jog, wiggle – any
movement at all is better for your body than sitting still. Next,
rest your body. Then move it some more! The sophistications
of aerobic / resistance / stretching exercises are great – but ﬁrst
learn to move your body.

Avoiding emotions
(both our own and those of others)
is a sign that we are afraid
of them or just don’t know
what to do about them.
Something Involving the
Rational Mind
Continuing our three-part menu of choices (BODY,
MIND, EMOTIONS), let’s think up some things anyone could
learn and act on to provide a positive impact on their rational
MIND. Improved mental abilities will surely have a continuing
pay-off for the rest of our lives.
Here are three mental skills worth improving, even for
those whose abilities are already high:

pecially if they don’t know how to create “feeling good” on
their own. For some of us, going shopping when we don’t
need anything is just such a behavior. The cost can be high in
time and money, while the beneﬁt is temporary and mostly
emotional (advertising has persuaded most of us that buying
things will make us “feel good”).
Another aspect of this kind of cost/beneﬁt evaluation: ﬁnd
out who actually pays the costs and who really reaps the beneﬁts. If you must pay most of the cost but someone else will
get most of the beneﬁt, is that really a choice you want to
make? Being fair and honest about both the costs and beneﬁts
make for better choices for everybody.
Another item for the mental skills part of our menu of
possible New Year’s resolutions is learning about – and acting on – the variety of communication styles and preferences
that people have. It really is a case of different strokes for different folks when it comes to communicating. Yet so many
people seem to think there’s only one right way to commu-

• learn to listen better (and then do so)
• learn to evaluate better (so as to make better decisions and
choices about things both large and small in every area of
life)
• learn more about different communication styles and preferences (so we can make more lasting and deeper connections with others)
All of these require effort to learn, but the return on that
investment is huge.
Listening skills are especially hard to come by, so here’s a
tip: try to broaden your own interests to include some of the
things that interest the people you want to connect with. Listening is easier when we actually care about what someone is
trying to share with us. Another listening skill worth learning
is to summarize accurately what is said to you and repeat it
back to make sure you heard it right. This is particularly useful
between the genders – and improving relations between men
and women is always a good thing!
Learning to evaluate things large and small in our lives is
another good thing. Being skilled at evaluating helps us make
better choices and decisions that will lead to more satisfying
outcomes. This is true whether we are choosing a car or a
mate or a friend or just what book to read next. One basic
evaluation skill is learning to ﬁnd and add up the true costs
(including the hidden ones) and balance them against the total
beneﬁts of any decision or choice. Remember that costs and
beneﬁts are not just counted in money or even material terms.
Include in your evaluation such things as psychic and emotional costs and beneﬁts – which can be heavy enough to tip
your decision one way or the other, but only if you remember
to look for them. Most people are willing to pay a high money
or material cost just to feel good (emotional beneﬁt only), es-
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nicate, which just happens to be their way, of course. Learning about and respecting different styles of communication
would improve a lot of people’s lives. One tip: some people
prefer words, and some prefer deeds. Figure out which style
you prefer and try to learn the other one just a little. Do this
with someone close to you, preferably a mate or friend whose
preference is opposite to yours. Practice saying “I like you” in
words only (if your preference is deeds) or showing affection
in deeds only (if your preference is words). This is harder than
it sounds! If you pick the right person to try this with, you both
can have a lot of fun helping each other get the hang of a new
skill. Be sure to use only positive messages such as “I like you”
as you learn and practice, and choose a person who’s willing. Rejection of your message will stop your learning cold, so
make sure the message you use to practice with is going to be
accepted no matter how unskilled (at ﬁrst) your delivery is.

Something Useful About
Our Emotions
Our third and last general category on this menu of New
Year’s resolution possibilities is EMOTIONS. Does anyone
doubt that learning to deal with our emotions a little better
will improve our prospects for the New Year? No one is planning for an emotion-free year. Even if that’s what we might
hope for (if emotions are scary or even frightening to us), it’s
just not going to happen. Emotions are going to be part of our
lives this year and every year as long as we live. Maybe we
ought to accept this fact and put a little effort into learning
about them – and then take action on what we learn.
Avoiding emotions (both our own and those of others) is a
sign that we are afraid of them or just don’t know what to do
about them. Conﬁdence in dealing with feelings comes from
knowing what to do. This means having some skills to rely on
when needed. One area of emotions most of us could stand
some greater conﬁdence in is the skill of expressing feelings
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effectively. Improving our skill at expressing our emotions will
give us greater conﬁdence in ourselves. This conﬁdence will
enable us to face and deal more effectively with emotion-laden situations in life instead of avoiding them. Does anyone live
a life free of emotion-laden situations? No way! We are all going to lose a job, a love, a promotion – something or someone
we hold dear. Every life will have failure and success, loss and
gain in it. So learning about emotions and how to recognize
and express them might be good idea for the New Year.
One step toward developing conﬁdence and skill with
emotions is to practice saying “I feel (glad, sad, etc.)” and stop
there. No story, no drama, no reasons or excuses – just say the
feeling. Say it ﬁrst in your mind for rehearsal and to make sure
you have the right word for what you feel. Make it just one
word that needs no explanation to be understood. This emotional expression skill is harder to master than it sounds, so
practice it when the feelings are mild, until it comes naturally.
That way when a crisis hits and emotions run high, you will
have a skill to help you express yourself. What a difference
that will make!
So that’s our menu of New Year’s resolution possibilities.
If we all pick just one item from this menu of choices, we’ll
have a resolution we can keep that will pay off every year. And
maybe next year, we can pick one item from another category
(BODY, MIND, EMOTIONS). Improving our lives is the goal of
New Year’s resolutions. Learning and acting on just one of the
choices on this menu of possibilities will help meet that goal
for years to come. HAPPY NEW YEAR!
Nelson Adams cdc7@earthlink.net) is the author of “Learn to
Be Happy,” a 75 minute CD about the skills needed to create
happiness. He is a teacher, writer, and consultant on emotional development skills and training for personal growth and
productivity.
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When Two Eyes Don't Talk to
Each Other

ision development
should not be
taken for granted.
Unfortunately, it is and
mostcommonly with sincere efforts on the part
of parents. Two typical
examples explain:
Kerstin was referred
by a primary care optometrist for treatment of a
recently discovered lazy
eye. She was eight years
old and the visual acuity
was down to 20/400 in one eye in spite
of glasses. Her mother said that she had
received regular vision screenings.
Josh had eye muscle surgery at age
three for a turned eye. His parents were
told it was ﬁxed and the eye chart test
revealed 20/20 in each eye. When he
was seen at age ten he revealed straight
alignment of his eyes as he looked across
the room but his brain was only aware of
one eye at a time. When reading or writing, his right eye turned in.
Both of these children had diligent
parents and both had successes in life
(school or sports) which led the parents
to assume their vision was ﬁne in the
presence of signiﬁcant visual disorders.
They illustrate three developmental vision

anomalies. There are others, but these
have universal awareness among eye doctors and are most routinely watched for.
Let’s start with anisometropia. This
condition can be simply described as
both eyes are not symmetrical in shape
and one sees better than the other and
becomes preferred. Kerstin has this.
The second is called amblyopia. This
is commonly referred to as a “lazy eye”.
Eight out of ten times it is associated with
an eye turn, the remaining twenty percent
are due to anisometropia (above). Kerstin
also had this.
The third developmental condition
is strabismus which is commonly called
a “wandering eye”. The eye turn may be
in, out, up or down and may be constant,

intermittent, or alternating
so that either eye turns.
Josh had this problem.
Generally, there is reduced binocular function
and depth perception,
and usually reduced visual acuity (amblyopia).
Anisometropia, amblyopia and strabismus
are most often treated
passively if found (lenses,
surgery, drops) but are
best treated actively with
treatment lenses and vision therapy. Remember, vision is developed and learned
and therefore trainable. The longer the
problem persists, the longer the therapy
required to resolve.
Both families trusted the health care
delivery system (driven by the insurance
industry) to work on their children’s
behalf. In at least these two cases, it
failed.
“Nothing is more terrible than activity
without insight” (Thomas Carlyle).

For appointments, contact Dr. Mark Roberts, FCOVD Specialized Visual Solutions,
336-625-2429 (Greensboro and Asheboro locations) or www.drmarkroberts.
com. See ad on page 19.
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Dr. Alexander T. Augoustides

Always bear in mind that your own resolution to succeed
is more important than any one thing
– Abraham Lincoln

I

t’s a New Year! This is a good time to we need to do is identify why we tend
review the status of your individual towards this behavior or lifestyle and
state of well-being. Instead of mak- decide with ﬁrm resolution to change. As
ing “New Year’s resolutions” it might be we begin to implement change, we need
more productive to look for “New Year’s to realize that a solid foundation built on
solutions” to any and all concerns that right relationship is necessary.
A lot of us drift through life without
create a feeling of dis-ease. It’s that time
of year when we should decide to make any purpose, or as John Diamond, MD
some healthy changes within and for states, "without a homing message".
Unconditionourselves. As we
It is not what we see and touch,
all know, some
al Love on a
of the goals we
higher level
or that which others do for us,
set for ourselves
is our priwhich makes us happy;
become obsolete
mary objecit is that which we think and feel
tive, however
as our commitand do, ﬁrst for the other fellow
ments and priwhen we lead
orities change.
a life without
and then for ourselves.
Setting healthy
intention, this
—Helen Keller
realisitic new
is replaced by
goals should be
addictive bea top priority for a successful new year.
havior on a lower level. We then attempt
Resolution and Right Relationship to ﬁll this void and mask our reality with
are for me cornerstones as we enter this cravings and compulsions that are ultiNew Year. Each of us should identify one mately destructive on many levels. So we
priority that is important and get to work. need to wake up, stop daydreaming and
Many people have a tendency to ‘soften’ reach a point where we have taken stock
their individual reality with some type of of our situation and then with ﬁrm resolu‘escape’. This often times takes the form tion actively seek our true purpose.
of indulgence in over eating, alcohol,
Speaking of unconditional love,
tobacco, accumulating material assets our family pet Persephone, a miniature
or some other ‘addictive lifestyle’. What schnauzer, died suddenly in early De-
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cember after giving myself and our family 13 years of truly unconditional love.
I am deeply saddened by her absence
in our lives, and her passing makes me
realize even more how much we need
to embrace those we love now, for we
never know what tomorrow or the New
Year may bring.
Let your Spirit Soar with an emphasis
on lifelong learning. Learn those actions
that will eventually become habits as
you move on your journey to Getting
and Staying Fit – on all levels, and slowly
move from surviving to thriving in a sustainable manner. As my dear schnauzer
Persephone’s gift to me has emphasized
– there is a time and place, a season for
all things, and that in order to change,
one needs to confront those issues that
are truly important, and go forward with a
resolute, steadfast determination centered
on right relationship.
Alexander T. Augoustides, MD practices
Integrative Medicine in Winston Salem,
N.C., at Piedmont Integrative Medicine,
P.A. To schedule an appointment please
call 336-760-0240. See ad on page 41.

Weight Checks:

D

oes a daily
w e i g h t ch e ck
help or hurt
weight control efforts?
Studies show that people
who successfully avoid
weight gain (or regain)
are more likely to weigh
themselves regularly. Before you assume that this
is your key to weight control, however, consider
how you will use the
information you get from
weight checks. The bottom line seems to
be that weight checks help some people,
but not everyone.
In one study of 1,800 adults trying to
lose weight, those who weighed themselves daily lost more weight after two
years than those who weighed themselves
less frequently. In the National Weight
Control Registry, which follows people
who have successfully lost weight and
maintained their loss for at least a year,
most monitor their weight regularly.
According to one report, 44 percent of
those in the registry report weighing
themselves at least once a day, and 31
percent report checking their weight at
least once a week. As for those who are
currently at a healthy weight and want to
avoid midlife adult weight gain, a study
of more than 1,200 adults showed that
those who checked their weight more
often gained less weight. None of these
studies, however, prove whether people
who check weight more often are already
more vigilant about behaviors affecting
their weight or whether these weight
checks keep people more aware of their
weight and lifestyle.
Recent evidence does suggest frequent weight checks inﬂuence behaviors.
Weight checks allow you to catch small
gains before they become large ones. That
can lead to cutting back on portions and
high-calorie foods or adding an extra 15
minutes of daily exercise. Data from the
National Weight Control Registry suggests that people are more likely to stop
and reverse small weight gains than large

How Often? How Helpful?

ones. In a new study in
the New England Journal of Medicine, people
who lost weight maintained their loss better
by checking weight daily
and changing eating or
exercise anytime weight
changed by more than
three pounds.
A ten-year study
from Finland suggests
that daily weight checks
can provide additional
beneﬁt for those who keep a long-term
record of the ﬁgures. Seeing patterns of
days, situations, or times of year when
weight was likely to increase helped
participants identify ways to prevent gains
before they occurred.
Problems arise when weight checks
cause people to become so frustrated
and upset that they give up or binge-eat.
Behavioral change experts often recommend people keep records of speciﬁc
behaviors they want to change instead
of, or in addition to, monitoring weight.
These behaviors can include walking for
longer distances and eating smaller portions and more vegetables. In one study of
a behavioral weight-loss program, those
who kept track of physical activity exercised more and lost more weight.
Daily or weekly weight checks are
clearly not essential to weight control.
Even in studies where weight checks
were associated with weight loss, only
20 to 44 percent of successful weight loss
maintainers weighed themselves daily;
25 percent did not weigh themselves
weekly. If you think that watching your
weight closely might help, reasonable
expectations are important—don’t expect
weight loss every day. Make sure you use
the weight ﬁgures not to scold yourself,
but as a tool to develop action plans for
developing a healthy lifestyle you can
follow for life.
Written by Karen Collins, MS, RD, CDN
American Institute for Cancer Research.
More info at www.aicr.org
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C’mon, Let’s Laugh!

I

asked to learn how to create balance
in my life. I was sent three teachers:
my four year old granddaughter, Madeleine Paige aka Maddie, and my Ya-Ya
sisters, Marcelle and Rita. Here’s what I
learned.
My ﬁrst lesson came from Maddie
while we were playing in the park. She
squealed with delight when she saw
the extensive variety of multi-sensory
play equipment—bump wave, triple rail
and “S” tube slides; challenge climbers,
crawl tunnels, and arched and swinging
bridges—all designed for climbing and
exploring.
There was no hesitation on Maddie’s
part. Simply one gear and one speed.
Forward. Fast. Over and over again, her
little legs and arms mastered the challenge climbers to reach the slide platform.
She chose to experience every option,
multiple times. In this blur of activity, I
could hear only one phrase, “This is fun!”
And her level of enthusiasm continued to

Marilyn Sprague-Smith, M.Ed., CLL

grow. At one point, she stopped abruptly
at the top of a challenger climber, planted
her feet ﬁrmly on the arched bridge, took
a deep breath, threw both arms straight up
into the air and declared “This will pump
me up!” With her declaration made, she
ran towards the slide platform to begin yet
another round of climb and slide. I just
stood there and laughed out loud, over
and over again.
Lesson one: play increases our level
of enthusiasm and pumps us up.
I learned a second lesson while visiting my Ya-Ya sisters. Rita has two feline
companions, Simon Oliver and Miss Kitty
Chante´. Marcelle has a canine companion named Oreo. We were all bragging
about our pets, kind of like pulling out the
pictures of kids and grandchildren. We
each had stories about our pets insisting
on lap time. Marcelle said Oreo was a
Zen Master. Rita and I giggled and asked

how so. “Oreo insists on “Zen moments,”
a time each day to curl up together and
do nothing,” she said.
Here’s her description of “Zen moments” with Oreo. Marcelle and Oreo
curl up on the couch. She gently strokes
Oreo’s belly. Oreo snuggles closer and
emits a blissful sigh. The repetitive motion
creates a meditative state for Marcelle.
All is well.
Lesson two: “Zen moments” with
pets give us time to rest and relax. It’s
a time when everything in our world is
OK. We tap into a sense of peace and
tranquility. And we, too, can breathe a
blissful sigh of relief.
I’m grateful for the fabulous teachers the Universe provided. I learned that
opposites create balance. Play and fun
pump us up, and time-out with pets help
us rest and relax.
One of my goals in 2007 is to hang
out with more people who know how
to play and have fun, yet take time out
for daily “Zen moments” with Spirit and
Precious, my two canine companions.
Who do you know that can add more
play and relaxation in your life? You may
want to make a New Year’s resolution to
invest your time with them. I guarantee it
will create balance and bring more love,
laughter and light into your life. C’mon,
Let’s Laugh!
Marilyn Sprague-Smith, M.Ed. is an
award-winning speaker, author, trainer
and certiﬁed laughter leader. She is one
of only six people in the world authorized
by The World Laughter Tour to deliver
laughter leader certiﬁcation training. For
more information about her keynotes,
laughter exercise programs & certiﬁed
laughter leader training, visit www.
miraclesmagicinc.com.
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COOKINGcorner

Paulette Mitchell

BLACK BEAN SOUP WITH MANGO SALSA
Makes 4 cups - 4 servings

L

egumes, or beans as they are commonly
called, are nutritional powerhouses
containing many essential nutrients
we need for good health. They help to lower
LDL and cholesterol levels, and beans also
reduce the risk of certain cancers.
Here, also, is a sweet and juicy mango,
which is rich in vitamins A, B, and C. The fruit
salsa is an unexpected, colorful, and refreshing complement to the bold spicy ﬂavors of
the chunky bean soup. Or, simply serve the
mango salsa with chips for a refreshing appetizer or snack.

Stir in the remaining soup ingredients,
except the salt. Increase the heat to high and
bring to a boil. Reduce the heat; cover and
simmer until the vegetables are tender, about
20 minutes.
Transfer 1 cup of the soup and beans to
a blender and purée until smooth. Stir the
puréed mixture into the soup. Taste and adjust
the seasoning.
Serve in shallow bowls (to prevent the
salsa from sinking to the bottom of the bowl)
and top each serving with a mound of the
salsa.

For the Salsa:

2 tablespoons fresh lime juice
1 teaspoon light brown sugar
1 ripe mango, cut into 3/8-inch dice (see Tip)
2 tablespoons minced red onion
2 tablespoons minced fresh cilantro
1 teaspoon minced jalapeño pepper, or to taste
Salt to taste
For the Soup:
2 tablespoons olive oil
1 cup ﬁnely chopped onion
1 carrot, ﬁnely chopped
1 celery stalk, ﬁnely chopped
4 cloves garlic, minced
3 cups vegetable or chicken stock
1/2 cup fresh orange juice
One 15-ounce can black beans, drained and rinsed
1/2 teaspoon ground cumin
1/2 teaspoon ground coriander
1/4 teaspoon freshly ground pepper, or to taste
1/8 teaspoon red pepper ﬂakes, or to taste
Salt to taste

Advance Preparation:
This soup will keep for up to 5 days in a covered container
in the refrigerator. Refrigerate the salsa in a covered container
for up to 2 days; bring to room temperature before serving.
Tip:
Because they ship best in an unripe state, mangos are
usually quite ﬁrm when you bring them home from the supermarket. Ripen them, uncovered, at room temperature, turning
occasionally. Refrigerate ripe fruit in a plastic bag for up to 2
days, and bring to room temperature before serving.
Paulette Mitchell is a known internationally for her quick-toprepare gourmet recipes. She is a cooking instructor, lecturer,
television personality, and the author of 12 cookbooks, including A Beautiful Bowl of Soup, which can be found at amazon.
com.

To make the salsa, combine the lime juice and brown
sugar in a medium bowl, whisking until the sugar is dissolved.
Gently stir in the remaining salsa ingredients. Set aside at room
temperature to allow the ﬂavors to blend.
To make the soup, heat the oil in a Dutch oven over medium
heat. Add the onion, carrot, celery, and garlic; cook, stirring
occasionally, until the vegetables are crisp-tender, about 8 minutes. Add the cumin and coriander; stir for about 30 seconds.
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KNOWyourHERBS

Fa

Y

es sir, it’s the New Year, and many of
us literally ate our way through the
holidays of 2006. If you are one of
those guilty ones, think about adding Fennel—a “slimming” food to add to your plate
as we begin 2007.

Fennel: The Vegetable
You’ve probably seen this wonderful plant
at the market, and if you don’t know how to
use it you might have ignored it in favor of
another more familiar vegetable. With fennel,
everything can be used— the roots, the stalk,
and seeds, the fronds and the pollen.
Even the ﬂowers make a showy garnish.
They do have a strong taste so be careful and
use in moderation until you have become very
familiar with the taste and the intensity of this plant.
Its licorice ﬂavor makes it a cool and refreshing addition to a
wide variety of dishes.
Thomas Jefferson in his Garden Book: “The fennel is beyond every other vegetable, delicious. It greatly resembles in
appearance the largest size celery, perfectly white, and there
is no vegetable that equals it in ﬂavor. It is eaten as dessert,
crude, and with, or without, dry salt; indeed I preferred it to
every other vegetable, or to any fruit.”
It does have an unusual favor, and it is more pronounced
when used raw. Fennel originated in the Mediterranean and is
a member of the parsley family, which is distinguished by its
pleasant taste and aroma of licorice. Its name derives from the
Latin foeniculum, a variety of fragrant hay. Today it is used in
nearly every cuisine, from India to France. The ﬂavor of fennel
blends well with ﬁsh, both fresh and pickled. Use the leaves
and root in court bouillon for mild ﬂavored ﬁshes, or use the
sauteed and chopped seed in a barbecue seasoning rub for
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salmon.
You can use all parts of fennel. Chop the
leaves and add it at the last moment to add
ﬂavor to potato salad, dressing, dips, or cream
sauce. Add fennel leaves to bouquet garni for
a lively taste. The bulb can be eaten raw in salads, giving it both ﬂavor and crunch. For a more
delicate taste, blanch it lightly before adding it
to salads. It can also be added as a vegetable to
stews or sauteed like an onion to add ﬂavor to
pasta or meat sauce. Or, lightly sauteed in olive
oil, seasoned only with a bit of fresh cracked
pepper and salt makes it a light and savory foil
for roasted meats.
The seeds should be used when the most
pungent ﬂavor is desired. The seeds are also incorporated into spice mixes including Herbes de
Provence, Chinese Five Spice Powder and Indian
Curry. The seeds are most commonly used in sausages, pickles, lamb, duck, or pork dishes and as an important
ingredient in curries and in and on breads. Try the seeds combined with chopped calamata olives and sun dried tomatoes
the next time you bake a rustic style loaf of bread.
Like most of the herbs, fennel is native to Southern Europe.
It likes the hot, full day sun, does best in a moist soil, but can
thrive in rocky, dry, soils. In fact, once established, fennel needs
very little water all summer. Its height, up to 7’ tall, makes it a
decorative fence line plant.

Medicinal Virtues
Since the beginning of time, writers have described fennel's
medical virtues—everything from curing headaches, toothaches, coughs, asthma, and rheumatism—and insisted that its
use could cause a substantial weight loss in humans.
In ancient times and in the folklore of many countries, it was
considered one of the good “magical” herbs that could counter
evil. Legend has it that Prometheus concealed the ﬁre of the
sun in a hollow fennel stalk and brought it from heaven to the
human race...an act that was to have hard consequences in his
own life. Nevertheless, the Greeks went on to call it Marathon,
after their victory over the Persians at Marathon in 490 BC.
The Roman Pliny, in the ﬁrst century AD, believed it enabled
the eye to perceive with clarity the beauty of nature. In fact, he
recorded that snakes ate it after casting their skins in order to
restore their eyesight. Perhaps this is why Nicholas Culpepper,
an English doctor in the early 17th century, recommended that
a decoction of its leaves and root would cure serpent bites and

Cardamom-Coriander-Fennel Tea
Serves 2

neutralize vegetable poisons,
as those found in certain mushrooms. He also wrote of fennel
that “all parts of the plant are
much used in drink or broth to
make people lean that are too
fat.” There may be some backing
to that belief since the seeds are
known to be a slight appetite
suppressant.
In the 17th century, William Coles suggested that all
overweight women consume
fennel either as an infusion or
on its own as part of their daily
diet. “Both the seeds, leaves and

Ingredients:
1/4 tsp cardamom seeds
1/4 tsp coriander seeds
1/4 tsp fennel seeds
2 cups boiling water
1 tsp maple syrup or unreﬁned brown sugar
(optional)
Directions:
Warm a teapot by rinsing with hot tap water.
Place all seeds into warmed pot; cover with
boiling water.
Steep for 5 minutes and allow brew to cool.
Strain and add maple syrup or brown sugar,
if desired.

root of fennel are much used in drinks and broths for those that
are grown fat, to abate their unwieldiness and cause them to
grow more gaunt and lank,” he wrote.

Fennel Seeds: Mineral-Rich
Fennel seeds are very rich in minerals including magnesium. Two of its main constituents are Anethol and Fenchone.
Anethol and other terpenoids may inhibit spasms in smooth
muscles such as those in the intestinal tract. Fenchone may be
responsible for the medicinal properties associated with fennel. Recent studies have found that consumption of fennel can
increase the production of bile and may also possess diuretic,
pain-reducing and anti-microbial activities.

Herbal Tea:
Cardamom-Coriander-Fennel Tea
This is an excellent balancing tea, and is a great thirst

quencher to take after physical
exertion. Coriander and fennel have a cooling tendency,
while cardamom is heating.
This combination makes a good
year-round brew. In the summer,
you may substitute 1/4 teaspoon
chamomile leaves for the cardamom to provide a totally cooling
trinity. The actions of all three
herbs are carminative (relieve intestinal gas and distension) and
diuretic (promote urine ﬂow).
Fennel also relieves muscular
spasms.

Fennel & Seafood
Below is a simple, but delicious fennel/seafood recipe:
Peel and slice the fennel bulb.
Cook in a covered pan with just a little water to steam the
fennel.
A few minutes before it is cooked, place shrimp or ﬁsh on
top of the fennel.
Let cook for a maximum of two minutes for shrimp, up to
ﬁve minutes for ﬁsh.
Remove from the pan; arrange on plates; season and serve.
Sprinkle the fennel and ﬁsh with a little melted butter and lots
of lemon juice; or a drizzle of olive oil, etc. Enjoy!
Submitted by Wendy Evensen of Sadie's Herbal Garden,
8406 Hwy 158 (Main Street) in Stokesdale. Call 336-644SOAP (7627). For more information about herbs, visit www.
sadiesherbalgarden.com. See ad on page 33.
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NEWSbriefs
English Reﬂexologist Relocates to Triad

D

ianne Benson has recently moved to Greensboro from
England and has established a Reﬂexology practice called
Whispering Soles. She has completed over 200 hours of extensive Reﬂexology and Anatomy and Physiology training in
England, and has since being treating clients internationally.
She uses traditional hand and foot Reﬂexology, which is based
around deep relaxation and detoxiﬁcation of the body’s organs
and systems.
She has also studied ﬁrst and second degree Reiki, which
is incorporated into the treatment if required. Within her practice a Migun Bed is available for clients to use separately, or to
combine it with a Reﬂexology session. Her clients range from
children to the elderly, all with a variety of physical and emotional problems, which Reﬂexology can reach and treat.
Alongside treatments, Dianne runs workshops and educational training to promote the beneﬁts of this ancient healing
technique.
Her practice is on New Garden Road, near Friendly Avenue.
She can be contacted at 336-314 6979. See ad on page 15.

Branches Holds 2nd Annual Wellness
“Kick-oﬀ”

B

ranches Holistic Health and Wellness Center located in
Winston-Salem is holding it’s 2nd Annual Wellness Kick-off
on Saturday, January 27th from 10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.
This event welcomes both the public and other health care
professionals. The day will offer free demonstrations of services,
as well as individual consultations with staff including our nutritionist, massage therapist, reiki/energy therapist, ﬁtness trainers,
counselors/therapists, yoga/tai chi/nia instructors and more.
Branches staff will be available for tours of the facility
as well as to discuss new programs scheduled to start at the
center (Weight and Wellness Program, Continuing Education
workshops, Wellness-Based Business Retreats, Individual and
Group Wellness Assessments, Corporate Health Programs to
name a few).
For more information, contact 336-723-1011 or visit our website at www.brancheshealth.com. Braches is located at 1001
Reynolda Road, Stockton Cottage, in Winston-Salem. See ad
on page 45.

Rob Vickory Releases Massage DVD - A Great Valentine's Gift

R

ob Vickory of Bodywork by Rob Vickory III Massage has now released a DVD that is available for purchase by either emailing him at robv3massage@aol.com or calling 1-336-337-9783.
The video contains over 150 minutes of footage that teaches massage—including a simple back massage for the beginner, a
more advanced massage that covers the back again, but more in-depth, how to work the legs and calves, and joint mobilization.
The head, neck and shoulders are included as well. All are done with very simple and easy to learn steps.
Also included is the guide to using hot stone massage, which gives some tips on how to operate, prepare and use the magic
of the stones.
All programs originally aired on Greensboro public access cable 8 and were produced by Phil Pratt. The idea of the video,
which retails for only $19.95, was to be able to help the public get an idea of how to do these techniques at home.
Bodywork by Rob Vickory III is located at 1400 Battleground Avenue, Executive Suite Ofﬁce 208, in Greensboro. For more information, call Rob at 336-337-9783 or emal him at robv3massage@aol.com. See ad on page 21.
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Greensboro's Market America Announces
Publication of New Health Book

LeBleu's Triad Branch Sold
to Greensboro's Shamrock Capital

T

L

he Transitions Lifestyle System™, an exclusive Market
America brand, announced the publication of a new book
authored by Shari Lieberman, Ph.D., clinical nutritionist and
best-selling author. The book, entitled Transitions Lifestyle System Glycemic Index Food Guide, gives dieters an easy-to-follow
guide to eating healthy foods.
“This book is for anyone who wants to make a change in
their health,” said Lieberman. “By using this book and the glycemic index, people can make small changes in their lives and
have dramatic effects on their health. Consumers have realized
that fad diets do not work and may even cause them to end
up gaining weight. Diabetics and nutritionists have used the
glycemic index for years as a way to control blood sugar spikes
after eating. It is a more natural way of making small changes
for big results that last.”
The Transitions Lifestyle System Glycemic Index Food Guide
also helps readers understand the importance of the glycemic
load of foods. The glycemic load (GL) of a food measures the
glycemic index of food along with the total number of carbohydrates to give an accurate indication of how a food might affect
blood sugar spikes. By understanding the GL of food, consumers
can understand that serving size and GI are intertwined when
considering effects on blood sugar.
Designed by Lieberman, the best-selling author and 20year veteran of nutrition science, Transitions Lifestyle System
draws upon a well-established and evaluated method of weight
management based on the glycemic index of foods. Glycemic
index (GI) measures how quickly foods impact blood sugar
levels. Carbohydrates that break down slowly and help keep
blood sugar levels stable are considered “good carbs.”
The Transitions Lifestyle System Glycemic Index Food Guide
is sold exclusively through Market America’s independent distributors. Please contact Mr. Angel Guerrero 336-508-5870 to
order your copy.

eBleu Corporation has sold its Triad licensing and distribution concern to Greensboro-based Shamrock Capital
Partners, a private equity investing group.
Neither ﬁrm disclosed the ﬁnancial details of the transaction, but Shamrock has taken control of a 14-county region
and 24 employees. Le Bleu Corp. will continue to serve as the
bottler and supplier for Shamrock’s operation.
Ray Lopez, Shamrock Capital’s managing partner, will
seek opportunities to improve the business by, for example,
implementing new technology systems, such as delivery route
optimization software. And, there is also a lot of room for volume growth. Lopez said Le Bleu has a “dominant” market share
for water delivery in the Triad "but all the delivery companies
together have probably penetrated less than 2 percent of the
available business".
“There are more and more people drinking bottled water,”
Lopez said. “That’s the rising tide we’re looking to.” LeBleu
prides itself on being Ultra Pure—its product goes through an
extensive puriﬁcation process and is oxygenated with ozone. It
is sodium free, lead free, chlorine-free and is Kosher certiﬁed.
For more information, visit www.lebleu.com or call 294-1919 in
Greensboro; 998-1199 in Winston-Salem. See ad on page 2.

Relationship Fitness Programs Oﬀered

I

ntimacyRetreats.com offers vacation/workshops that teach
couples how to enhance the love in their relationships. Participants learn to consciously create a deeper and more passionate
connection. This winter’s calendar includes romantic getaway
weekends in Siesta Key (Sarasota), FL (Jan. 12-14, Feb. 16-18,
Mar. 2-4) and a full week in Tulum, Mexico, Jan. 27-Feb. 3.
All events are facilitated by Richard and Diana Daffner,
C.S., M.A., developers of Tantra Tai Chi and authors of “Lessons
in Intimacy…The Lover’s Touch.”
For details or a free brochure, call 941 349-6804 (1-877-2824244) or visit www.IntimacyRetreats.com.

Body
Philosophy
Massage & Bodywork
for Women

TAG WOODS
Licensed Massage & Bodywork
Therapist ~ NC # 874

High Point & Kernersville area
~ by Appointment Only ~

992.6135

Swedish Massage
Preconception Massage
Prenatal Massage
Postpartum Massage
Newborn & Infant
Massage Classes
DOULA
HypnoBirthing ® Classes
Pregnancy Belly Casting
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NEWSbriefs
Yoga for Men – New Class Structure at
Family Yoga

Y

oga for Men is an on-going yoga class held on Tuesday
evenings at family Yoga in Greensboro from 7:30 to 8:45.
The class is focused on the male anatomy and its requirements while bringing yoga mind-body awareness to the participants. Vinyasa ﬂow (yoga with motion) is utilized to warm
the body before speciﬁc asanas (yoga poses) are introduced to
stretch and strengthen trouble spots in a man’s body.
These poses will focus on the hamstring, hips and lower
back, along with the shoulders, upper back and neck where
tightness and imbalance of muscle groups cause stress to other
parts of the body. Also utilized will be speciﬁc poses that can
improve enjoyment and participation in sports such as golf,
running and cycling. Balance poses will be used to improve
body and mind focus. Strength will also be addressed with poses
and movement that requires you to support and move your own
body weight while maintaining body position and control.
And ﬁnally, we will de-stress the mind and body at the end
of each class through a guided relaxation that will leave you
more energized and focused.
Every 7 weeks a special Thursday evening Yoga for Men
introduction class is offered for anyone without yoga experience who may be interested in signing up for the Tuesday’s
men’s class. This class, included in your purchase of a ‘Yoga
for Men’ set of classes, will give you the basics needed to attend the Tuesday night classes. We will explain the concepts of
yoga, what props are used and why, the basics of a yoga class
including the introduction of the Sun Salutation that is used in
the Vinyasa ﬂow part of class.
If you have some of the issues mentioned above, are active in sports today and want to be able to perform better or
just want to be more physically balanced and grounded, let us
know. Tom Andres teaches the Yoga for Men and Fundamentals
Yoga classes at Family Yoga and has certiﬁcates in yoga and
therapeutic yoga instruction.
Family Yoga is located at 1616-E Battleground Avenue in
Greensboro. For more info, visit www.familyyoga.org or call
us at 336-272-0005. See ad on page 9.
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Themis Institute Announces Events

T

hemis Institute, a non-proﬁt organization, offers opportunities for personal exploration, through education and
direct experience using non-ordinary states of consciousness,
integrating spirit, body, and mind. Director Julie Lapham, PhD
announces several workshops to be held in Greensboro during
the early part of 2007:
Saturday, January 20—Meditation Techniques and Contemplative Practices. 9 Am-3 PM. $35 (lunch is provided)
Meditation techniques and contemplative practices have
been used for hundreds of years as ways to bring peace, tranquility, balance and insight to our lives. They are designed to
be practiced systematically, routinely and daily. You’ll experience different types of meditations and learn about their place
in history. Whether a beginner or longtime practitioner, youth
or elder, you’ll ﬁnd beneﬁt from this workshop.
Friday/Saturday, February 9-10—A Workshop for Explorers
of Inner Realms using Holotropic Breathwork™. Friday 7-10
PM and Saturday 9 AM-8 PM. Program cost is $45 (Tuition is
provided on a Dana (offering) basis.)
Holotropic Breathwork is a method of inner exploration,
spiritual growth, and profound cellular healing. Developed by
Christina and Stanislav Grof, M.D. the process combines insights
from ancient wisdoms and traditions with modern consciousness research. Employing a simple technique, using the power
of the breath, supported by a diversity of music, and concluding
with bio-energetic release, Holotropic Breathwork provides a
unique opportunity for participants to enter non-ordinary states
of consciousness. Gaining access to these realms initiates a
restorative healing strategy from deep within the psyche.
Research programs using Holotropic Breathwork available
for those struggling with: Migraine Headaches, Allergies/Asthma, Depression or Chronic Pain.
For more information about these or other workshops e-mail:
JLapham@juno.com or call 336.379.1000. Web site: www.
ThemisOnLine.org

Four New Groups Starting at Branches
Holistic Health & Wellness Center

Getting the Most From Life:

Freedom in Recovery: A group for men and women who are
in recovery dealing with issues outside of the 12-step program
without the use of inpatient or intensive outpatient care. Issues
to be touched on will include “blocks” that inhibit recovery,
relapse triggers and healthier ways to process issues as well as
building healthier support networks. Mondays from 5:30-5:00
PM (groups now forming). Contact Andy Moretz, M.Ed. at 7231011 for details or registration.

G

Mindful Eating- Mindful Body Group: This will be an 8-week
group series designed to address binge-eating/emotional eating
patterns and body image concerns using cognitive behavioral
and mindfulness-based skills. Tuesday evenings, 6:30 – 8:00
PM. Katherine Kelly, Ph.D., MSPH will be presenting this group.
Please call 723-1011 to schedule the required prescreening
appointment.

Call 358-8933 for more information.

Emerge Group for Men: This therapeutic group will teach
men how to deal with depression, anger and other emotions
in healthy ways. This is an 8 session series and an individual
pre-screening session is required prior to entry. Tuesdays from
5:30-7:00 PM (groups now forming). Please contact Andy
Moretz, M.Ed. at 723-1011 or email amoretz@brancheshealth.
com for further information on this class.
One Month to Meditation: A unique “hands-on” class in
meditation and relaxation for beginners and beyond. Andy
Moretz, M.Ed. is a licensed professional counselor who will be
leading this four-session, month-long series. This class will not
only enhance your meditation practice but teach you how to
relax and reduce stress Tuesdays & Thursdays 3:00 PM – 4:30
PM. Please call 723-1011 or email amoretz@branches health.
com to register.
Branches is located at 1001Reynolda Road, Stockton Cottage,
in Winston-Salem. Visit www.brancheshealth.com for more
information. See ad on page 45.

Free Discussion, January 21

etting the Most From Life is the topic for an open spiritual
discussion on Sunday, January 21st at the Barnes and
Noble Coffee Shop, located at 3102 Northline, Friendly Center,
in Greensboro. The discussion will be held 10:30-11:30 AM
and is free.
Similar discussions are held the 3rd Sunday of each month
at the same time. Sponsored by students of Eckankar, all discussions are free and open to persons of all faiths.

A Call to Community:

Creating a setting for honest conversation on
race, responsibility and reconciliation

M

any people would agree that the inability to speak
openly and honestly about issues of race has been a
signiﬁcant obstacle to progress in the Greensboro area.
Studies and visioning projects have consistently failed
to address crucial issues of how to build relationships
across racial lines, create trust, and generate the political
will necessary for real change to occur.
We are at a crossroads—more so now than at any other
time. One direction leads to creating community, the other
to the chaos of competing identities and interests. Diversity
becomes our community's greatest strength.
A Call to Community is a unique process designed
to acknowledge and deepen our relationships with each
other.
Interested in hearing more? Contact Julie Lapham, PhD at
JLapham@juno.com or call 336-379-1000.
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Up Close & Personal
Dr. Mark Roberts, FCOVD

W

"

hat you see is who you are.”

A viewpoint from Dr. Mark
Roberts, the Triad’s only professionally
trained Behavioral Optometrist.

“Vision is insight, hindsight, foresight and
sight”.
An expert in a ﬁeld that is a bit mysterious to many, Dr. Roberts educates
people about the unique, non-invasive,
natural and life-changing value of “behavioral optometry”. If you’re not exactly
sure what that means, you’re not alone.
Dr. Roberts' profession is in a similar
“acceptance phase” as the chiropractic
and nutritional practices in the recent
past—when they were generally discredited by traditionalists in the medical
community.
“I truly want to give the patient the
care I myself would like to receive if our
roles were reversed.”
In fact, it was through his own personal struggles as a child with a learning-related vision disorder that has led
Roberts onto the path he's on today. He
serves as a champion for others who
endure the same hardships without hope
for a solution.

“To truly make a difference, one must
be different and do things differently. This
ultimately is the deﬁnition of leadership.
John Kotter said, ‘Never underestimate
the magnitude of the forces that reinforce
complacency and help maintain the status
quo.’ This is an understatement in regards
to vision development and therapy”.
So Dr. Roberts turns a blind eye to
complacency and chooses to focus on the
latest developments in vision care instead.
It is in Greensboro and Asheboro at Specialized Visual Solutions where he does
just that. His mission is to improve lives
through the professional implementation
of proven “Vision Development Therapy”
techniques and strategies. Simply put,
Dr. Roberts specializes in “enhancing
your world through vision therapy” with
techniques that can improve your vision
in a way that also improves learning and
living.
Additionally, his goal is “to demonstrate to the eye care professions that the
satisfaction and viability of this type of
care is far greater than the elusive security
of bondage to the insurance carriers, and
that it is our duty—as well as responsibility—to provide this care to the public,
especially the next generation. Our legacy
can change the future of this country if

we are serious enough.”
And serious studies back Dr. Roberts'
strong convictions. His educational background includes East Carolina University,
Davidson Community College, The University of North Carolina at Greensboro,
and The Southern College of Optometry
where he received his Optometry Degree.
Dr. Roberts' externships entail Vision
Development & Therapy, Contact Lenses,
Ocular Disease & Therapeutics. He is a
certiﬁed Fellow in The College of Optometrists in Vision Development.
Dr. Roberts' extensive experience
encompasses that of President, Asheboro Optometric Vision Consultants, PA;
Managing Member, Specialized Visual
Solutions, OD, PLLC; Founder, Behavioral Optometry Educational Foundation;
Clinical Associate, Optometric Extension
Program Foundation; DEA Therapeutics
Certiﬁcation and more.
Since 1986, Dr. Roberts has maintained a private practice with increasing
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written by MayCay Beeler
specialization in vision development and
therapy in Asheboro, North Carolina. He
opened a consulting-based practice devoted exclusively to vision development
and therapy in Greensboro in the latter
part of 2005. While Dr. Roberts serves
patients of all ages, it is the children he is
especially interested in helping, perhaps
due to his own vision problems in his
youth. He says the biggest mistake parents
make in managing health care is “taking
excessive risk upon their children’s future
by letting insurance carriers, doctors, educators, and employers make decisions for
them and not taking personal responsibility for their own welfare.”

put under extreme pressure slight indications of his former patterns are seen
but continue to diminish. Both parents
are very pleased with how much vision
therapy has improved their family life.”
Success stories like this keep Dr.
Roberts motivated, along with “my faith
and my family.”
Dr. Roberts shares his life with
Marla, his wife of 24 years, and their
four children. In addition to his passion
for helping people see their world more
clearly, Dr. Roberts maintains certiﬁca-

tions in CPR, AED, Standard First Aid and
Community Safety. He serves in various
capacities for the Boy Scouts (he is an
Eagle Scout) and is a ﬂy ﬁshing enthusiast. But ﬁrst and foremost, Dr. Roberts is
a vision health enthusiast committed to
making your life better.
To learn more about behavioral optometry, contact Dr. Mark Roberts at
Specialized Visual Solutions 912 N. Elm
Street, Greensboro, NC 27401. Phone
336-625-2429. Visit online at www.svsGreensboro.com. See ad on page 19.

So Dr. Roberts embraces the lifework
of reducing that risk through education
and awareness—by spreading the word
about vision therapy. He is "fully committed to being an ambassador for advancing
the public’s understanding of the merits
of Behavioral Optometry.”
And that means witnessing ﬁrst hand
the positive life changes this approach
can make on his patients. Dr. Roberts
cites the story of Matthew, a child who,
“like so many others I have seen, had
passed every single vision screening he
had been given. Ironically, most kids in
trouble visually do the same, leaving the
parents a false impression of “normal vision”. Yet here was yet another child who
was spiraling downward both socially
and academically. During the evaluation
phase there were dozens of behavioral
observations affecting many areas including spatial/self awareness, concentration,
thinking, reading and communication. In
general, he was confused with where he
was in both space and time and could
not “connect” his vision with his language and actions. Behavioral optometric
vision therapy and lens therapy were
started, and six months into the therapy
program life is changing signiﬁcantly for
Matthew.
Instead of the last-picked in sports
and games he is becoming very dominant
and more skilled. He makes eye contact
and demonstrates self-conﬁdence. Many
of his visual skills are now highly efﬁcient
and areas involving perception, cognition
and integration continue to improve. If
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Organic Labeling Explained
methods, sewage sludge, or ionizing
radiation

O

rganic is a labeling term that
denotes products produced under the authority of the Organic
Foods Production Act. Under the National Organic Standards program, implemented in October 2002, food products
must be certiﬁed by a USDA accredited
agency to be labeled organic. The certiﬁcation process veriﬁes that organic
products meet stringent requirements
in every phase of production, from the
source of the ingredients to the factories
that produce the items and how they are
shipped and displayed on store shelves.
The U.S. Department of Agriculture has
put in place a set of national standards
that food labeled “organic” must meet,
whether it is grown in the United States
or imported from other countries.

The Organic Food Production
Act Speciﬁes:
• No genetically engineered seeds or
crops
• No genetically engineered products or
ingredients
• No sewage sludge
• No synthetic herbicides, pesticides or
fertilizers
• No antibiotics
• No growth hormones
• No food irradiation
• No synthetic preservatives

USDA Organic
• Can use USDA seal
• At least 95% of ingredients by weight
must be certiﬁed organic
• Must show certiﬁer’s seal on package
• Must use organic, if available
• Foods labeled “organic” cannot be
produced using excluded methods, sewage sludge, or ionizing radiation
Made with Organic Ingredients
• Must be at least 70% organic ingredients by weight
• Can list “made with organic ingredients” on label
• Cannot use word “organic” in the
product name
• The percentage of organic content and
the certifying agent seal or mark may
be used on the principal display panel.
However, the USDA seal cannot be used
anywhere on the package.
• Processed products labeled “made with
organic ingredients” cannot be produced
using excluded methods, sewage sludge,
or ionizing radiation.
Does Natural Mean Organic? No. Natural and organic are not interchangeable.

There are, currently, no standards or certiﬁcations for the term “natural”. Other
truthful claims such as free-range, hormone-free, and cage free can still appear
on food labels. However, don’t confuse
these terms with “organic”. Only foods
meeting the USDA organic standards can
carry the seal.
Still confused? As a responsible consumer, the best thing is to know and trust
the farm, company, producer, and retailer
you are buying from. Just because an item
is not labeled organic does not mean
the producer isn’t following responsible
agriculture practices or using harmful
pesticides. Organic certiﬁcation can be a
lengthy and expensive process that small
family farms may not have the resources
to pursue.
For more information on organic standards, visit www.ams.usda.gov
This is the ﬁrst of a continuing series on
Responsible Organics. Submitted by
Debbie Fuchs of Earth Fare, the Healthy
Supermarket. 2965 Battleground Ave,
Greensboro. 336-369-0190. www.earthfare.com for events, recipes, sales, and
special offers. See ad on page 48.

Consumers will ﬁnd different organic
labels on the supermarket shelves. To help
clarify, this is breakdown of what these
labels mean:
USDA 100% Organic
• Can use USDA seal
• All ingredients (except for salt and water) must be organic
• Show certifying agency seal on package
• Foods labeled “100 percent organic”
cannot be produced using excluded
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SUPPLEMENTS101

I

magine an appetite suppressant with
few or no side effects such as heart
palpitations, racing heart, and queasiness. With obesity at an all time high, and
the effectiveness of weight loss products
at a seemingly all time low, there is a
growing need for such a product. For
certain people, the herb hoodia might
be just the product needed to help shed
pounds.
Although only recently discovered in
the West, hoodia has been long used by
the San Bushmen of the Kalahari Desert
of South Africa to ward off hunger and
thirst during hunting trips. A bitter tasting,
cactus-like plant, the active ingredient of
hoodia that has been isolated by scientists
is a steroidal glycoside that has been
called “p57”. Although there are over 13
types of hoodia, only hoodia gordonii is
thought to contain this active ingredient.
It apparently takes about ﬁve years before
hoodia gordonii’s purple ﬂowers appear
and the plant is ready for harvest.
Research on hoodia began in the mid
1960’s in South Africa, where it took thirty
years to isolate and identify the speciﬁc
working ingredient. After this was found,
it was licensed to a company called Phytopharm, who has since spent millions
on research. One study published in the
09/ 04 issue of Brain Research found that
injections of p57 into the appetite center
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of rat brains resulted in altered levels of
ATP, an energy molecule that may affect
hunger. These animals were shown to eat
less than rats that had received placebo
injections.
Although success with humans has
been reported, unfortunately no published controlled trials have been done to
show that hoodia is safe. Subjects given
hoodia ended up eating about 1,000
calories a day less than those in the control group. Hoodia is thought to work by

fooling the brain into thinking it does not
need food or water. The exact mechanism
has not been researched enough to be
known. It is known, however, that hoodia does not stimulate like Ephedra and
Phenfen. In fact, it does not stimulate at
all. The pharmaceuticals company Pﬁzer,
which had teamed up with Phytopharm,
tried to synthetically make the active ingredient found in hoodia. Pﬁzer recently
dropped out, though, after realizing that
it is not yet cost efﬁcient to make a pill in
this manner. Right now hoodia gordonii
can be found in capsule, liquid or tea
form in most health food stores or on the
Internet.
Hoodia has been found in some tests
to effect liver function and may interact
with other medications a person is taking.
People on medication for diseases such
as blood pressure, diabetes, cholesterol,
and depression must use caution when
taking hoodia. Because it is theorized
that hoodia tricks the brain into thinking
it has adequate amounts of blood sugar, it
is dangerous for anyone with diabetes to
take the herb. Please consult your health
care professional before taking hoodia.
Kelly J. House, BS, Health and Body Care
Manager at Earth Fare. Visit www.earthfare.com or email 110hbc@earthfare.
com for more information. See ad on
page 48.

SKIN DEEP
Do You Know the Ingredients
of Your Personal Care Products?
The Environmental Working Group
Offers an Online Brand-by-Brand Database

H

ave you ever counted how many cosmetics or personal
care products you use in a day? Chances are it’s nearly
10. And chances are good that they include shampoo, toothpaste, soap, deodorant, hair conditioner, lip balm,
sunscreen, body lotion, shaving products if you’re a man, and
cosmetics if you are a woman. And what about your children?
On any given day you might rub, spray, or pour some combination of sunscreen, diaper cream, shampoo, lotion, and maybe
even insect repellant on their skin.
Most people use these products without a second thought,
and believe that the government must certainly be policing the
safety of the mixtures in these myriad containers. But they are
wrong about this. The government does not require health studies or pre-market testing for these products before they are sold.
And as people apply an average of 126 unique ingredients on
their skin daily, these chemicals, whether they seep through the
skin, rinse down the drain, or ﬂush down the toilet in human
excretions, are causing concerns for human health, and for the
impacts they may have to wildlife, rivers and streams.
Through a new, interactive personal care product safety
guide, “Skin Deep,” consumers can consult brand-by-brand
safety ratings for more than 14,000 products. “Skin Deep” ﬁlls
the information gap left by an industry that markets thousand
of products with ingredients that have not been assessed for
safety by either industry or government health experts. Those
safety decisions are made behind closed doors, guided by an
industry-funded panel, without the beneﬁt of peer-reviewed
pre-market testing. The industry’s own panel has screened only
11 percent of 10,500 ingredients for safety.
The searchable “Skin Deep” database features in-depth
information on shampoos, lotions, deodorants, sunscreens and
other products from almost 1,000 brands, built from a core of
37 toxicity and regulatory databases.
Consumers can use “Skin Deep” to create customized
shopping lists - products free of fragrances or carcinogens, for
instance - while manufacturers can construct one-of-a-kind
safety assessments, rating all their product ingredients at once
to aid reformulation plans.
“Most of us expect that the products we ﬁnd on store
shelves have been tested for safety, but the government has no
authority to require tests,” said Environmental Working Group
(EWG) Vice President for Science Jane Houlihan. “An average
adult is exposed to over 100 unique chemicals in personal care
products every day - these exposures add up.”
There is no industry-wide safety standard for personal care
products or ingredients, and in a September 29 response to an

EWG petition, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) said it
would not set one. Industry now decides what is safe for consumers, and it does so with no guidelines whatsoever.
“Without federal oversight or standards, companies should
inform consumers of their own internal studies, and how they
decide if a product or ingredient is safe enough to sell,” Houlihan said.
The “Skin Deep” database is available at www.ewg.org/reports/skindeep/.
EWG is a nonproﬁt research organization based in Washington,
D.C., that uses the power of information to protect human
health and the environment. The group’s work on personal care
product safety is available at www.ewg.org/issues/siteindex/issues.php?issueid=5005.
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Inspiration Unbarred

by MayCay Beeler

An Afternoon with George Jung

A

funny thing happened on the way to a penitentiary—I
found inspiration in the most unlikely place.
We never know where life will take us. If someone
told me one day I’d ﬁnd myself chatting with a legendary drug
smuggler at the Fort Dix Federal Correctional Institute—discussing the notorious antics of his pre-incarcerated days—I’d insist
they had me confused with someone else. As a pilot/journalist
with altitudinous optimism and a nose for good news, I have
no room on my radar screen for such dismal locales.
Yet the meeting did happen and surprisingly proved to be
a positively potent experience.
I traveled to New Jersey to meet convicted drug trafﬁcker
George Jung for a TV Documentary I am producing. It involves
two Greensboro couples who were forced to crash land on a
remote Bahamian island back in the 80’s. The island was the
epicenter of the world’s largest drug operation at the time, the
playground of the King of Cocaine, Carlos Lehder. Jung was a cohort who confesses to teaching Lehder everything he knew.
Over the years, as a former local TV Co-Host/Story Producer, I’ve had the opportunity to interview hundreds of people
from every walk of life—from celebrities including Oprah and
Mel Gibson to the ordinary man on the street. And now, as an
independent producer, I ﬁnd my interview with this inmate
stands out as the most meaningful. Not to discount the others,
it’s simply an observation of something I glimpsed in Jung’s eyes
and caught in his words that penetrate the soul.
His wisdom is unexpected. His dialogue deep. His life
lessons ethereal. Jung quotes excerpts from The Great Gatsby,
cites the green light. For those of you who don’t remember F.
Scott Fitzgerald’s great American classic from your school days,
the green light is a symbol of Gatsby’s longings and wants. Everyone has something they long, hope and search for off in the
distance. Jung speaks knowingly of this green light.
George Jung is the stuff that dreams, nightmares, and movies are made of. Actor Johnny Depp portrayed Jung in the 2001
blockbuster movie BLOW, a true account of Jung’s life as a
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savvy smuggler with the world’s nastiest drug mob: the Medellin
Cartel. Jung started out as a pot smuggler in the 60’s.
“Some people were movie stars, and some people were
rock stars. I was a pot star,” he has said. Jung is known as the
small town boy who hit it big—making over $100 million as
one of the most successful smugglers of all time, dealing not
just in pot, but in massive quantities of cocaine working with
Columbian kingpin Pablo Escobar. Jung eventually lost it all,
suffering a laundry list of intense blows including brutal betrayal, personal savings accounts that vanished into thin air,
estranged family relationships and more. Jung’s life is described
as a “sleigh ride to hell story.”
A career criminal who just didn’t know when to stop, Jung
likens his wrong choices to the gambler: “you’ve got to know
when to hold them, know when to fold ‘em, know when to
walk away, know when to run”. Jung admits he didn’t know
when to walk away—because had he known, today, he’d be
a free man.
After decades of numerous arrests, incarcerations, releases,
more arrests, skipping bail, imprisonments, escapes, and then
yet another conﬁnement—incredibly, in a stroke of unbelievably good luck, Jung’s criminal slate was totally wiped clean in

exchange for his testimony against Lehder. Jung was now a free
man, but broke, and that’s when he pressed his luck too far. The
poor guy just didn’t know when to hang up the criminal crap. It
was giving in to temptation to re-enter the drug scene to make
that one last deal in a sincere effort to make just enough money
to comfortably support his family and retire from the smuggling
biz for good that landed Jung where he is today.
If you have it in you to feel sorry for a criminal, Jung’s story
will pull at your heartstrings. Even a DEA agent who helped put
George behind bars was reported as saying “he’s a nice guy.” I
have no soft spot in my heart for criminals. But I do know we
are not to judge, and the
older I get, the more I
“Life is full of madness, sadness
know this to be true.
When I went to meet
and gladness.
Jung, I don’t know what
Try to have more gladness
I expected, but it wasn’t
than sadness and let the
what I found. What could
easily be—and likely
madness take care of itself.”
should be—a broken
- George Jung
bitter man (Jung’s been
jailed continuously since
1994 and isn’t due out
until 2014, at the age of
72), is instead an intact light being of inspiration. There is a
deep sense of spirituality to the man. Under a worn face that
has seen it all, sit knowing eyes that radiate a wisdom that
transcends the madness he’s lived through. Incredibly, Jung
believes, knows, and assures me that the Good in the World
outweighs the Bad…and his words soothe me, knowing that
if this man can know that, and ﬁnd peace after all he’s been
through while surrounded by prison walls, there is hope for
the rest of us who have pity parties when the hard knocks of
life come around.
The former drug trafﬁcker who rode his sleigh ride to hell
has survived, emerging a wise soul who takes full responsibility for his actions, blaming no one but himself and referencing
a Titanic coachman of destiny. “When the Titanic coachman
of destiny stops at your door, you must damn well be aware,”
Jung warns.
Jung says he believes he was destined to meet his comrade
in crime Carlos Lehder. He believes certain things are in the
cards. After suffering the burning betrayal of best friend Lehder

that consumed him for years, Jung seems to have let go, forgiven
his old partner and no longer harbors ill feelings.
There is a huge healing here, and love, but that doesn’t
gloss over the cautionary tale that is George Jung. When he
speaks of his rise and fall—the drugs, the money, the women,
the lavish lifestyle, the laughter, the luxury—how he had it all
and lost it all, the prickling point is the fact that he can’t get
any of it back—not his youth, those happy days, his stolen
millions, his long lost loves…all are gone forever and not one
of the highest highs was worth the price of the fall. To see his
pain in this realization, this deep regret that he can’t retrieve
the good times, undo the bad, or ﬁx his life is a pungent lesson
about choices and consequences. Perhaps the most effective
anti-crime/anti-drug campaign of all is etched in the life experience on George Jung’s face.
“Choice without consequence is no choice at all,” Jung
says.
George is described as a model prisoner. He is also an exceptionally gifted writer, an eloquent interview and unexpected
guru. And an inspiration to pay close attention and learn well
from one’s lessons in life, to forgive, to ﬁnd peace and meaning
in the moment regardless of where life lands you.
Regarding that green light, that certain something we all
long for out there somewhere, George autographs a souvenir
picture for me adding a quote from The Great Gatsby, which,
for George, seems to say it all:
“Gatsby believed in the green light, the orgastic future
that year by year recedes before us. It eluded us then, but
that’s no matter—tomorrow we will run faster, stretch out
our arms farther. And one ﬁne morning...
So we beat on, boats against the current, planes against
the wind, borne back ceaselessly into the past.”
And Jung adds, “We force a smile knowing we were the
dream.”
Copyright 2006 MayCay Beeler All Rights Reserved. MayCay
is a writer, broadcast jounalist, producer, TV spokesperson,
pilot and ﬂight instructor as well as being a full time mother
of a teenage son. She is a regular writer for Natural Triad. Visit
www.maycaybeeler.com.
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Ear Candling: An Ancient Technique
Revisited Today

H

ere in
the 21st
century, there has
been a resurrection of
ancient remedies that
were used
thousands
of years ago.
The interest in
remedies that
are natural rather
than institutional is
definitely on the rise
today. One such remedy is
ear candling.
The Europeans, Native Americans,
Egyptians, Aztecs, and Chinese thousands
of years ago for puriﬁcation prior to ancient rites used ear candling because the
process would cleanse the spiritual body
via clearing the seven chakras and subtle
energy bodies. Of course, this has implications to the modern day since many
are interested in balancing and healing
the mind, body, and spirit through energy
therapy or bodywork.
Ear candling is simple, safe and effective in clearing out debris from around the
eardrum, which consists of several tympanic membranes, all of which vibrate.
They are linked by a series of canals by
which the ear canal actually supports the
brain by providing a pivot point for the
skull. If these canals do not drain, they

become infected
and irritated.
Th e C r a n i a l
bones can actually shift
out of alignment very
easily which
changes
the osmotic
pressure on
the cranial
nerves—which
relate to our senses
of taste, smell, hearing and sight. This can
occur due to colds, birth
trauma, environmental toxicity, the
hats we wear, cell phones, earphones,
and even glasses. If the pressure in the
auditory canal is significant, the cranial bones can become increasingly
constricted because there is an internal
vacuum created.
The ﬂuid ﬁlled cochlea, responsible
for sound production, can become infected and irritated when debris collects
on the tiny hairs. The ear contains nerve
endings and acupuncture points to every
other area of the body, mind, and emotions. Ear candling acts as a catalyst to
clear out debris accumulated on nerve
endings. This allows for clear vibrational
ﬂow to the corresponding area of the
mind, body, and spirit and clears the way
for methods of healing.
Ear candling is a natural way to alleviate the pressure in the head or upper
respiratory area, relief from ear pain in
children and adults, or to even hear,
smell, see and feel better. The process
also cleans the lymph in the ear canal
along with the hairs and canals allowing
for better immunity.
The Ear Candling Process
The ear candling procedure is safe
and painless when performed by a qualiﬁed practitioner. The practitioner is often
a massage therapist, chiropractor, medical assistant, or an herbalist. The candles
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are hollow tapered tubes (differing in
diameter) made of parafﬁn or beeswax.
The size of the ear canal determines what
size is used. The candles can be herbal
or plain.
To determine if candling the ears is
appropriate, the practitioner must inquire
if the person has had recent ear, nose,
throat, or sinus surgery of any kind, have
tubes in their ears or if there is any bleeding. Also, the practitioner can check the
ears with an ear scope to be sure the
ears are not severely infected. The client
will lie comfortably on a massage table.
The head is supported by a comfortable,
heated ear pillow, which is covered by a
ﬂame-retardant cloth. The client’s head
and shoulders are covered with another
flame retardant cloth leaving the ear
exposed. The candle is inserted through
a paper plate, which serves to catch
any ashes that may fall from the candle.
The candle is lit and the smoke creates
a vacuum, which pulls out earwax and
debris. Once the candle burns to about
3–4 inches above the plate guard, the
candle is removed. Two candles per ear
are used. Once the candles are removed,
the candle can be cut open to see the
debris and wax present. When both ears
have been candled, the outer ears are
cleaned with hydrogen peroxide, ear oil
is placed on a cotton ball, and the client
places it in the ear. The ear oil is soothing to a newly candled ear and usually
contains a preparation of mullein and
olive oil. The total procedure takes about
45 minutes to 1 hour.
The frequency of candling should
be no more than 3 times per week—it is
recommended that it be done with the
change of seasons. Ear candling can be
performed on the very young through
the elderly.
Ear candling can be used:
• to improve hearing by removing excess
earwax
• to relieve ear pain resulting from an ear
infection or accumulated debris
• to alleviate swimmer’s ear.

Children are especially vulnerable because their Eustachian tubes are shorter.
They often develop them after a cold,
an allergy attack, or a bout with the ﬂu,
when ﬂuid builds up. The ﬂuid cannot
drain because the drainage tubes that
connect the nasal area and the ear are
not fully developed. It is well known that
often children have reoccurring bouts of
ear infections, which indicates that the
cause of the ear infection is not being
addressed.
Usually with ear candling, the response is so good that it is not necessary
for children to receive repeated rounds of
antibiotics. It is well known that antibiotic
overuse causes destruction of the normal
good intestinal bacteria. Of course, unless
this beneﬁcial bacteria is replaced, other
undesirable conditions may develop.
During seasonal allergy season, ear candling can be effective in removing debris
that has accumulated in the Eustachian
tube from the nose and pharynx. Parasites
in the ear may cause symptoms ranging
from hypoglycemia, diabetes, heart problems, arthritis, irrationality and emotional
instability, hyperactivity in children, to
learning and thinking impairments. This
is because the nerve endings in the ear
connect to acupuncture points that correspond to the entire body.
In summary, ear candling is a simple,
safe, effective, natural remedy that can
help with seasonal allergies, sinuses, sore
throat, ear pain, hearing impairment, as
well as aiding in energetic clearing.
Submitted by Laura Church, B.S., LMBT
#4940. Therapeutic Massage and Energy Work. 336-686-9023 or emal:
silktiger67@yahoo.com. Article source:
Ear Candling by Anne Tatum.

Middle ear infection, otitis media,
is the most common ear infections, particularly in children. The middle ear is
the space between the outer and inner
ear, which contains the hammer, anvil,
and stirrup that are important in hearing. When bacteria or a virus invade the
space, fluid and inflammation result.
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Home Remedies
that

H

ome remedies have been around for thousands of years,
in fact, over 30% of prescription drugs are synthesized
from plants. It may surprise you to learn that the word
“drug” comes from an old Dutch word, drogge, which means
“to dry”, which is how many plant medications are prepared.
Natural cures or medicines made at home from natural ingredients such as fruits, vegetables, herbs are catching a lot of
attention due to its very nature of cure: simple, no side effects,
no chemicals, inexpensive, plus the pleasure of being able to
cure yourself!
This is a huge topic, one that we cannot completely cover
in one issue, but one that you will ﬁnd is an excellent form of

Work!

ﬁrst-line treatment. As always, we do not in any way intend for
this information to replace the advice of your physician, but we
hope to make you more aware of the beneﬁts of home remedies
so that you can begin to understand how to heal yourself naturally. If this is of interest to you, we recommend that you pick
up the next six issues of Natural Triad and allow us to share
with you dozens of home remedies that might just do the trickyou will be surprised to learn that you may have the necessary
ingredients lurking in your kitchen cabinets right now!
Years ago, in the days of our parents and grandparents,
when they had a sore throat their ﬁrst reaction was not to call
the doctor—they usually headed for the kitchen cabinet. There
they found the honey jar, and it was known that if you spooned
a liberal portion into some boiling water, add the juice and rind
of 2-3 lemons and sip it slowly that you would have immediate
relief. They knew how to make-do with what they had. They
combined folk remedies from centuries earlier in other lands,
with herbal formulas borrowed from Indians. Since then, even
more has been discovered about physiology and nutrition.
Modern technology has banished the old-fashioned home
remedies, and many of them are now dismissed as “old wives’
tales” which is a shame, because these remedies were the basis
for many cures of today. Modern drugs can be life savers, but
they often have too many side effects to warrant their use, and
many of them are unaffordable to anyone without medical
insurance.
Home and herbal remedies heal without suppressing
symptoms, and, when used in the correct dosage, are perfectly
safe and are relatively free of side effects. Many of our modern
“wonder drugs” seem to suppress symptoms rather than get to
the cause, and it is no wonder that many people are looking
for healthier options for every day complaints.
In the each of the next 6 issues we will outline
2-3 common maladies, their symptoms, and
suggestions for home remedies.

Acid Reﬂux
Acid reﬂux is basically acid that leaks from the stomach
into the gullet. This may cause heartburn among other problems.
Antacids are a common treatment and while they work well for
minor incidents, they do not address the cause of acid reﬂux.
Many people get heartburn, especially smokers, people who
are overweight, and pregnant women. Some long term damage
can be done to the esophagus. Gastroesophageal reﬂux disease,
commonly referred to as GERD, or acid reﬂux, is a condition
in which the liquid content of the stomach regurgitates (backs
up, or reﬂuxes) into the esophagus. The liquid can inﬂame
and damage the lining of the esophagus. Try these easy-to-do
home remedies:
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Home and herbal remedies heal without suppressing symptoms,
and, when used in the correct dosage,
are perfectly safe and are relatively free of side effects.

1. Take a mixture of 2 tsp of natural apple cider vinegar and
2 tsp raw honey in a glass of water before meals. At ﬁrst, this
probably seems unrealistic, but don’t dismiss it. There are
people have discontinued their dependency on Prilosec after
discovering this treatment.
2. Take one piece of clove and suck on it slowly. This will give
you relief from acidity and also help in reducing the onslaught
of diseases arising out of acidity.
3. Avoid fried foods, pickles, hot spicy foods, vinegar, and
chocolate.
4. Chew the food properly. Do not eat in a hurry/skip meals.
5. Keep a minimum time interval between meals, as this decreases production of gas.
6. Maintaining an upright/sitting procedure is helpful, as it
prevents acid reﬂux (re-entry of acid).
7. Drink plenty of water, at least 8 glasses daily.

have lavender essential oil handy, add a few drops to help ease
the singing sensation.
6. For sunburn, lemon juice dabbed on the affected area will
bring pain relief. If you have an all-over-sunburn that doesn’t
allow you to sleep try adding 2 tablespoons of baking soda to a
cool bath and soak you whole body in a tub of water. For face
burns, bathe your face in buttermilk, or grate up some potatoes
and apply. The starch will cool and sooth the burn. Use cold
peppermint tea as a mild wash to alleviate the stinging.
In the following months these articles will include remedies
for: colds, ﬂu and coughs, insect bites and stings, sore throats
and fever, arthritis, nausea, bowel problems, toothaches, insomnia and skin, foot and hand care. In conclusion, we will
include an a-z list of common household ingredients and their
uses. We hope that you won’t miss an issue, as each one will
have valuable information for you to keep and use.
Submitted by Wendy Evensen is the owner of Sadie's Herbal
Garden, 8406 Hwy 158 (Main St) in Stokesdale. Visit www.
sadiesherbalgarden.com for more herbal and remedy tips. See
ad on this page.

8. Do not eat just before going to bed. Eat around 1-2 hours,
before sleeping.
9. Discontinue smoking and cut down on alcohol.

Burns, Scalds and Minor Sunburn
Naturally, second and third degree burns require immediate
medical treatment, but mild ﬁrst degree burns are often superﬁcial and can be treated at home. Any burn requires immediate
cooling down, so run tepid water directly onto the wound for
at least ﬁve minutes to reduce the heat and give pain relief. For
a chemical burn the skin must be ﬂushed with cold running
water until all pain has subsided.
1. For burns, apply plain yogurt to keep it cool, or you can
make a poultice from honey and yogurt.
2. Cucumber mashed to a pulp and mixed with glycerine makes
a wonderful moisturizing balm.
3. Cool the affected area with cider vinegar, and make sure that
the person who has been burned drinks plenty of ﬂuids.
4. Make a tea from lemon balm, which will perform two functions-it will calm the patient and provide further pain relief.
5. For scalds, olive oil can bring effective relief, and will improve the chances of healing without blisters or scars. If you
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getting what you want!

G

etting Fit Begins In the Mind! You
may be one of a vast number of
people wanting to get physically
ﬁt - but for a number of reasons, have
not been successful. Every successful
endeavor ﬁrst begins in the mind. It is
imperative to understand that:
• Key elements for success embrace
commitment, positive thoughts, healthy
behaviors, self-conﬁdence and self-expectancy for success. Freeing limiting
and conﬂicting beliefs are crucial for
mind and body ﬁtness and boost the
above qualities.
• Pledging to be disciplined to following through with making consistent
healthy choices is vital for success.
Clients are encouraged to visualize
themselves already in their new healthy
body, seeing themselves as if they have
already achieved their goals.
• The ﬁrst three key steps toward “ﬁtness success” are:
1. Desire to take charge of your
health;
2. Life long commitment to your success; and
3. Knowing that your expectations do
set up your self-talk. Instilling these
three key elements into your ﬁtness
program, will lead you out of your
comfort zone, happily moving your
physical body into action – moving
toward success.
The principal reasons for failure are
“stored” negative beliefs and self-doubt
housed in your subconscious mind.
Feelings of being overwhelmed cause
procrastination and making poor choices
forfeit your success. When decisions are
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made by the conscious mind, decisions
are temporary. (When the subconscious
mind is in the driver’s seat, your habits
and results are permanent unless you
decide to create new changes).
• Learning to break down your plan
into small action steps will help prevent
you from feeling weighed down and
supports goal achievement.
• Focusing on what you want and
creating healthy lifestyle changes will
enhance self-satisfaction and “staying
power” with your goals all the way to
completion and beyond.
• Once you understand why you feel
overwhelmed, you can remove that
blocking barrier.
• Applying too much effort - “trying”
too hard because you want something
so much, can set you backwards;
working smarter, not harder is far more
effective.
When making changes and setting
goals, be clear why you want to create
change. Be sure you are doing “it” for
you, not for some one else; if you are attempting to make changes for anyone else
but yourself, your chances for success
are poor. Also, when making changes do
NOT rely on will power for help; it generates the opposite outcome of what you
actually want. Depending on willpower
is defeating. Instead, use your powerful,
subconscious mind as a masterpiece for
creating healthy blueprints for your mental home and body. This will help you to
build top form beliefs, outlining successful steps for achieving a ﬁt mind and body.
You will feel the surge of excitement and
vitality as you mentally and physically

build a healthy body. Building mind and
body power banishes self-doubt, fears,
sabotaging blocks, and failure. You reap
the satisfying pleasure of a trimmer, toned
body; visualize how conﬁdent you will
look and how great you will feel as you
energetically wear your smaller clothes.
Fitness begins in your mind! Imagery
is powerful and is the language of the subconscious mind; where the mind goes,
the body follows. Hypnosis is a great
wellness tool that helps you to tap into the
underlying reason(s) why you originally
put weight on or why you don’t have the
commitment to follow through with your
desire to be healthy and ﬁt. In hypnosis,
(in trance) you are fully alert and of course
you are always in control and can emerge
at any time. You only accept beneﬁcial
suggestions that help you to reach your
self-empowerment goals. In trance, you
get a true understanding of your sabotaging beliefs and impressions that previously prevented you from taking action,
staying committed and not reaching your
goals. Via hypnosis you can banish your
counter-productive habits, create positive
self-talk and action steps that produce
great results. Hypnosis can help you to
make quality, life choices and changes
that build on success and reinforce how
you feel from the inside out.
Imagine staying motivated and committed as you reach your goals. Envision yourself enjoying your life as you
sculpt it and live a permanent healthier
lifestyle; one where you feel great about
yourself—knowing that your worth is
not what the scale numbers read. Would
you rather be like the average 30-60%
of participants who use willpower in a
commercial weight control program,
frequently regaining their weight within
in one year because you used willpower?
Instead, create in your mind, an image of
you making permanent, pleasurable life
style changes via hypnosis, tapping into
your powerful, subconscious mind; notice how great that mental picture looks
and feels as you see yourself keeping the
weight permanently off or doing what
ever you choose:

wearing your big conﬁdent smile and
smaller sized clothes. Will you be sharing your secret with others?
• Imagine replacing your worn out
sneakers from all your walking, or
completing that race with a new sense
of achievement; or that as a result of the
increased physical activity that you now
love, you’ve built a lean, strong body
that looks and feels 10 years younger.
Maybe you even got a promotion at
work because you have more energy
and conﬁdence to exceed expectations
and goals.
Fitness begins in the mind! Call
your local wellness hypnotist today;
learn more regarding how you can look
fantastic and “ﬁtting, in ﬁtness.”
Polly Humphreys, Certiﬁed Hypnotist
(and PTA) at Alternative Wellness &
Beyond happily assists adults and children to remove the root cause of their
problem(s) and achieve action steps that
create success. Visit her web site www.
alternativewellness.net or for a free consultation, day or evening appointment
or gift certiﬁcates, call Polly at 336-9885750. Expect Success!

• Imagine feeling the pleasure as you
see the new, “ﬁt you” smiling back (at
you) from the mirror reﬂection. Hear
yourself saying, “I look terriﬁc.”
• Envision the compliments and looks
you receive as you walk into a room
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Eat Correctly,
Exercise More,
Lose the Weight

L

ose weight now!” “Use this patch!” “Burn 600 calories
in 20 minutes – no dieting, no exercise”! “Eat whatever
you want and still lose weight!” These are just some of
the many claims about weight loss that bombard us every
day. Everywhere we turn, there is some new fancy product on
the market promising salvation, allowing you to miraculously
shed weight without lifting a foot onto that elliptical trainer.
People spend thousands of dollars buying such gimmicks with
the hopes that it will “ﬁx” their weight issues. And despite the
$10+ billion weight-loss industry, diet books, sweating and
slimming products, weight loss centres, retreats, surgeries, we
still struggle, determined to overcome the weight challenge
with minimal effort.
Here’s the hard reality. There is no magic pill to weight loss
or maintenance. There are, however, two main perspectives on
dealing with weight loss:
From the Western perspective, there is an extremely simple
formula – it is Eat Less, Exercise More. In order to lose excess
weight, the level of energy output (calories expended) must be
higher than energy input (calories taken in through food and
drink). Also, toxins are typically stored in fat cells. If the body
cannot ﬂush out excess toxins through its ﬁltration organs such
as liver, kidneys or lymphatic system, it will store them as fat.
That growing spare tire around the middle is actually toxic
excess, not aging.
Traditional Chinese Medicine looks at this formula but
goes deeper. It takes a holistic approach and focuses on the
underlying causes of obesity and weight gain. It not only looks
at over-consumption of food, but also at the types of food
ingested, personal constitution, organ dysfunction, changes
"
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in internal body environment, trauma or emotional state, all
leading to energy stagnation, deﬁciency and ultimately weight
gain. TCM treats the underlying pathological conditions of
obesity and weight gain.
Like the Western concept, changing your food and exercise habits are key. However, exercise and the correct foods
and amounts are what stand out in the TCM approach. The
concept of “I can even eat cake on this diet” does not apply
here. So constitution aside, what are some things you can you
do directly?
1. Drop the greasy, spicy, rich, heavy, alcoholic, sweet and fatty
foods. They all contribute to spleen, stomach, liver and kidney
dysfunction. These organs cannot handle the super size, on-thego, sugary, meat or pasta with cream sauce type meals. They
become burdened under the weight of these foods, and cannot
carry out their proper function of digestion and transformation.
When the body is overloaded with foods it can’t digest, it creates an overheated or even overchilled internal environment
much like our external weather. Food, water and ﬂuid excesses
accumulate in the middle, resulting in a dampness and sluggish
qi/energy and blood.
2. Drop the White stuff. Yes, I said white. White bread, white
ﬂour, white sugar, starchy and processed food. They have little
to no nutritional value, and simply burden the digestive process.
Even consumption of dairy products such as milk cheese can
create excess mucous or phlegm in the body. If over consumption continues, this will over time also lead to an internally

damp environment with accumulation and stagnation of ﬂuids
which gets distributed all over the body.
3. Do not eat foods that are extreme in temperature – too hot
or too cold. Cold salads, hot drinks or anything extreme can
contribute to internal imbalance. Allow your food to warm
up or brieﬂy cool down before consuming it. Your organs will
thank you for it.
4. Get moving! Get your body going – regular exercise is vital.
Remember calories expended need to be greater than caloric
intake in order to burn and shed excess fat. Whether it is cardio,
resistance training, walking, running, Pilates, or dancing, the
key is to move. At least 30-60 minutes every second day is an
excellent start.
A TCM practitioner will utilize a number of approaches for
treatment of weight loss. Body or Ear Acupuncture is one way to
start stimulating the digestive process, regulate organ function to
aid toxin removal, tonify qi/energy, increase blood circulation
to remove stagnancy, and remove excess phlegm and induce
diuresis (excretion). Lifestyle and dietary therapy changes are
stressed. Herbs sometimes can be prescribed as well.
So remember this simple formula: Eat correctly, Exercise
more consistently, and Eliminate excess weight. The ‘Three
E’s’ will help you much more than gimmicks, and cost a lot
less as well.
Writer Olena Gill is an acupuncturist. Article Source: http://
EzineArticles.com/?expert=Olena_Gill
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Plant Extracts
Provide
HOPE
for Breast Cancer
Treatment

T

here is some extremely important research on the treatment of breast cancer that is not readily available to the
public. Most of this independent (not for proﬁt) research
is being done at major medical and research universities and
foundations in Asia (China, Japan and Taiwan speciﬁcally), some
in Europe and America. This research is focused on botanical
(plant) extracts. These extracts work on many levels not only to
destroy and shrink breast cancer cells, but more importantly, to
inhibit oncoproteins (proteins that have cancer cell transforming
activity). This research is well-documented, printed in major
accredited scientiﬁc journals and explains why and how these
plant extract concentrates work on breast (and other) cancer.
American Oncologists tend to be more “comfortable” with
pharmaceutical interventions. Unfortunately most (if not all)
pharmaceutical treatments for cancer are extremely toxic to
the body. Although these treatments kill cancer cells, they too
often kill normal cells, or weaken the body’s systems (immune,
GI, etc.). The beauty of these plant extracts is that they are able
to turn off cancer genes and destroy cancer cells without the
toxicity of pharmaceutical chemotherapy, keeping the body
strong.
First of all, the high increase in breast cancer has been
linked to an over abundance of cell producing (proliferative)
Estrogens that are found in everything from the steroids in
our food to chemicals in “health care products”, to hormone
replacement therapies. Independent research in the US and
Europe have shown that the best predictor of breast and other
gynecological cancers is the ratio of 2-Hydroxyesterone to 16
Alpha Hydroxyesterone).
In other words, you want 2-Hydroxyesterone to be high,
and the 16 HE low. Saliva testing can give women this ratio.
Indole 3 Carbinol (Cruciferous Veggies), Soy Isoﬂavones, and
Flax Lignans, can help raise the “good estrogens”. Avoidance
of steroid-based meat and dairy, chemicals, estrogen-disrupting
products, and hormone replacement therapies (Premarin) and
very important. It has been shown that exposure to hormone
disrupting chemicals, toxins, radiation, and other insults on
the body, can turn on cancer oncoproteins and gene expression. These oncoproteins stimulate abnormal cell division and
growth, hence cancers.
These plant extract concentrates are available to anyone,
but persons should only consult someone who understands
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these products and how to use them—few oncologists have
training or understanding of these products. One must be careful
not to buy any product claiming to have these ingredients—most
of the products on the open market have poor concentration
and poor bio-availability, meaning they are not nearly strong
enough to treat the cancer! Even though these products have
no harmful effects, they need to be strong enough to reverse
the cancer. Cancer is life-threatening, so do not act out of fear,
but out of wisdom, and consult someone with experience and
knowledge in the use of these products.

Plant Extracts and How They Effect Cancer
Ganoderma Lucidium comes from the Ganoderma Mushroom. This product works by inhibiting Ras Oncoprotein (which
induces cancer cell transforming activity), as does the isoﬂavone Genistein. Ganoderma increases immune stimulation of
cancer, killing cells and stimulates Apoctosis (cell death) of
cancer cells.
Evodamine and Protodioscin, stop cell division and migration of cancer (breast cancer) cells, as well as causing cancer
cell death. Evodiamine also shuts down the activation of a
protein (NF-kB) that induces the expression of more then 200
genes, many having cancer promoting effects.
There are what are known as Growth Factors (VEGF and
IGF), that cause cancers to grow by increasing blood ﬂow (new
blood vessels, “Angioneogenesis”). Research showed that these
growth factors stimulated breast cancer growth after estrogen
was stopped by Tomoxifen, a major pharmaceutical drug for estrogen-dependent breast cancers. The breast cancer re-occurred
even with low estrogen levels because of 1) growth factors, 2)
proteins that block cancer cell death (Apoptosis), and 3) cancer promoting proteins that lead to cancer cell transformation.
Growth factors can be inhibited by a combination of Baicalin,
Boswellia, Silymarin, Oleanolic Acid Triterpenes, Green Tea
Polyphenols, etc.
Cancer cells produce a large amount of fatty acids, which
stimulate cancer growth. Luteolin inhibits fatty acid synthesis
in cancer cells, contributing to their death. Finally, Berberine,
a yellow alkaloid from a number of plants, prevents the cancer
cells from producing factors that allow the cells to live in a
poorly oxygenated environment.
These are some of the most researched plant extracts
that have been shown to have profound effects on breast cancer
cells in the research literature. More information can be found
at the Library of Congress website on scientiﬁc research, Pub
Med. This is the future of cancer treatment, worldwide. There
needs to be a major shift in consciousness in Americans, which
can only happen when people can make informed, educated
choices, based on scientiﬁc truths, and not on fear or ignorance.
Hopefully the information found here will empower you to help
yourself and others. Narula Research provided the research
papers on which this article was based.
For more information, contact Neil Cooper, DOM at the East
West Health Clinic, located at 301 E. Mountain St. in Kernersville. 336-794-4080. Neil has 35 years of Clinical Practice in
Eastern and Western Medical Disciplines. See ad on page 18.
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YOGA for a BETTER You

M

any people come to yoga
out of curiosity or a need to
be healed either emotionally
or physically. The reasons may vary as
much as the bodies of the people who attend yoga classes. Whatever your reasons
for practicing yoga, the beneﬁts received
will be even greater.
Most everyone can do some form of
yoga until the day they die. I’m not talking about doing headstands or
being bound up into a pretzel-like pose, but simple
movements of the body
to keep it healthy, ﬂexible
and balanced. Yoga can be
done standing, sitting in a
chair, lying in a bed or on
the ﬂoor. The point is: you are
working your body according to its
needs and abilities for your own beneﬁt. Yoga
is not a competition.
In Easy Does It classes exercises are done that
maintain the ﬂexibility we lose as we age. It is
important to be able to “hook your bra” or “zip
up a dress” from the back. By working the neck,
shoulders, wrists and hands we help to ward
off stiffness or arthritic tendencies that
could impact daily activities. Guided
footwork can prevent the formation of
hammer toes and bunions which can
signiﬁcantly affect quality of life. We often don’t think about
the abilities we have until we lose them. Keeping awareness
and working toward maintaining a healthy body for life are
our goals in yoga.
A yoga student recovering from an emergency appendectomy wrote,” I have been appreciating the strength in my arms
and quadriceps muscles (legs) as I have not been able to use
my abdominal muscles since the surgery.” Functional strength
is acquired through the practice of yoga. The entire body is
involved during a yoga session lending to a greater balance
and coordination of muscles, bones and connective tissue.
Weight bearing poses help fend off degenerative diseases such
as osteoporosis. Using your own body weight to make you
stronger makes so much sense and it’s cheap, no equipment
is necessary!
Our bodies are made like a machine, each part connected
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and dependent on one another. If part of the body is experiencing an imbalance, it is like a ripple effect that adversely affects
other areas. For example, starting at your foundation, if your
weight is not distributed evenly throughout the feet, or they are
turned in or out while walking, you may experience some knee
or hip discomfort because of the poor alignment of the bones
in the hip sockets. Even if you have neck or shoulder pain, it
could be that your pelvis or hips need adjustment. Through
yoga you can make subtle changes in your body to “ﬁx” these
imbalances. As you practice yoga, you learn more about
your own body and how it works. The more in tune
you become, the more you will beneﬁt from
the experience. It is always so wonderful
for a yoga instructor to witness the
enlightenment of students regarding their own bodies.
Yoga is not only about the
physical body, but also the
mind and spirit. Another student brought her dear friend
to class one day hoping she
could ﬁnd the inner peace
that yoga has to offer. The
woman had survived cancer and her daughter had
been killed by a drunk
driver. Through a consistent yoga practice connecting, the mind, body
and spirit an increased
sense of well being and inner peace
can be achieved,
but it takes time.
During the practice of yoga we focus on our breathing to
encourage relaxation of the muscles as well as the mind. When
you come to a yoga class all other thoughts and concerns should
be left outside of the studio. Focused breathing throughout your
yoga practice leaves little room for anything else in your head.
But what a challenge! In these hectic times, it’s hard to turn
off the music of your mind and focus only on your breathing
and your body. As this process is practiced, you begin a greater
connection with yourself, thus letting go of tensions or stresses
within the body and the mind.
A student said,” It has only been a few weeks of classes for
me, but I look forward to it every week. I feel like I have ﬁnally
found a place where I am challenged yet learning about myself

and how to let go.”
Letting go is probably the hardest thing for most of us to do.
We live in a very busy society with our lives scheduled a year in
advance. It is hard to let go when we have to be in control 24 /
7. By holding on to control, you hold on to tension. In yoga, if
you don’t surrender to the pose you’re in, you might as well not
bother doing it. You can’t muscle your way through yoga, you
have to let it happen with guidance from you and your teacher.
In surrendering, you gain so much in terms of your body as well
as your mind. How many times do you hear of someone ﬁnally
giving up on something, only to hear that whatever it is they
wanted to happen ﬁnally came their way. We cannot force each
day to happen, but let our lives unfold before us.
Restorative yoga is a passive way of opening the body and
releasing the mind. It can be done by anyone and requires no
previous yoga experience. Students are guided into fully supported positions with the use of props. These supported positions
may be held as long as ten to ﬁfteen minutes to gently release
tension from the body and bring about an increased ﬂexibility.
Restorative yoga can be done as your only yoga practice or
as an addition to a more active practice. The more open and
relaxed the body and mind become, the greater the beneﬁts
such as a lowered blood pressure and increased circulation to
vital organs.
Relaxation is a necessity for all of us. How many times do
you say to yourself, "if only I could get a little more sleep" or "I
really feel like I need a nap"? You need your battery charged!
Practicing yoga can help recharge your battery. Many times
students come to class tired and yawning only to leave rejuvenated and with a renewed sense of well being.
Every yoga class sets aside time for letting go of the body
(corpse pose) and surrendering all but the breath, a power nap
if you will! We don’t encourage snoring, but if it happens, it’s
OK. Giving your body and mind some “down time” every day
is essential to your mental and physical health.
Finding peace within, opening your heart and being thankful for what we have and who we have in our lives can start
with a simple yoga practice. It’s not magic, but ﬁnding a connection with yourself, becoming more aware of others and our
environment is a good way to begin the year.
Submitted by Cheryl Andres RN, certiﬁed yoga teacher and
owner of Family Yoga, 1616-E Battleground Ave., Greensboro,
NC 27408. 336-272-0005. www.familyyoga.org. Family Yoga
will be offering a new class in the New Year, Restorative Yoga
on Fridays from 11:00 – 12:00 noon. See ad on page 9.
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APPLES:
the neglected
power food

I

f you look only at lists of fruits highest in vitamin C or read about the
super health-promoting powers of
the latest popular fruit, you might wonder if Grandma’s advice, “An apple a
day keeps the doctor away,” still merits
consideration. Yet as research moves
further into the study of the thousands of
natural compounds we get from fruits,
vegetables, whole grains and other plant
foods, apples do shine.
Antioxidants are well-established as
an important part of how healthful eating
can lower our risk of heart disease and
cancer, and possibly other conditions that
can develop as we age. Antioxidants are
frequently discussed in relation to vitamins C and E, and perhaps other plant
compounds such as beta-carotene. However, fruits and vegetables also provide
ﬂavonoids, a large group of compounds
that are all antioxidants.
The antioxidant power of ﬂavonoids
is one reason that apples are again in the
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spotlight. Apples contain only modest
amounts of vitamin C. A medium apple
averages about 6 milligrams of vitamin
C, not much compared to the recommended daily intake for adults of 75 to
90 milligrams. But scientists have now
calculated the antioxidant power of that
apple is equal to more than 1,500 milligrams of vitamin C. The vast majority of
its antioxidants come from ﬂavonoids.
Antioxidants are key elements in
preventing cancer, because they stabilize
highly reactive free radicals that can otherwise damage our DNA and begin the
process of cancer development. Antioxidants are also considered a key step in
heart health because they protect blood
vessels. They also keep LDL cholesterol
in a less damaging form.
Along with antioxidant protection,
apples contain pectin, a soluble ﬁber that
helps lower blood cholesterol. Higher
blood cholesterol is associated with a
greater incidence of heart disease. In the

Women’s Health Study of about 40,000
U.S. women, researchers analyzed apple
consumption and heart health. After
controlling for other fruits along with
vegetables, ﬁber and other nutrients, the
study found that women who ate at least
one apple a day developed 22 percent
less heart disease than women who ate
no apples.
Cancer prevention beneﬁts appear
to stem from more than antioxidants,
too. Laboratory studies show that apple
extracts concentrated apple compounds
can reduce growth and reproduction
of colon and lung cancer cells. Among
more than 77,000 women in the Nurses’
Health Study, daily apple consumption
was linked to 37 percent lower risk of
lung cancer, after controlling for smoking
and other risk factors. Results of a study
from Finland showed that highest ﬂavonoid consumption, of which apples were
an important part, was linked with a 20
percent lower risk of cancer overall and a
46 percent lower risk of lung cancer.
Many studies have found that increased fruit consumption is linked with
lower weight. Studies show that people
are most successful at limiting calories
when they include foods that contain
relatively few calories in relation to their

portions. Apples are high in a type of ﬁber
that creates a “full” sensation. The calories from one medium apple are about
equal to one-and-a-half Oreo cookies
and are far more ﬁlling. (It’s important to
remember that for overall health, a variety
of fruit is a smarter move than sticking
with multiple daily servings of apples or
any fruit.)
Apples go out of season in the Northern Hemisphere by early winter and are
often stored so they can be sold throughout the winter. Prolonged storage of fruits
and vegetables often means loss of nutritional value, but apples retain virtually all
of their ﬂavonoid content for ﬁve to six
months in cold storage. Processing, however, does lower the amount of ﬂavonoid,
so apples themselves contain more antioxidants than apple juice or applesauce.
Besides snacking on apples out of hand,
try them in green and fruit salads and
cooked with vegetables such as carrots,
winter squash and sweet potatoes.
Written by Karen Collins, MS, RD, CDN
American Institute for Cancer Research.
AICR is the only major cancer charity
focusing exclusively on how the risk of
cancer is reduced by healthy food and
nutrition, physical activity and weight
management.
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Massage and Reiki:
A Dual Approach to
Dealing with Stress

N

obody wants it, yet almost all of us have it in our lives.
In some instances, it is necessary for our survival, yet
too much of it can damage our health. It is estimated
that up to 80% of all illnesses are caused by this! What is this
terrible thing among us? And why aren’t we trying to get rid
of it?
It is stress. Stress has been around since the beginning
of mankind, so trying to eradicate it from society would be
unrealistic. Nature throws a lot of stress at us in the form of
hurricanes, ﬂoods, earthquakes, etc. We bring more stress on
ourselves through our jobs, families and hectic lifestyles.
Stress causes many physical side effects such as increased
adrenal secretions that in turn raise blood pressure, increase
heart rate and elevate blood sugar. In an emergency situation,
this ﬁght or ﬂight response is a good thing, but if we hold this
state for a prolonged amount of time, it can be harmful to our
health. It can cause fatigue and weaken our immune system,
thus making us more susceptible to illness. So, how do we
protect ourselves from the negative effects of stress?
One way is through massage therapy. Most people think
of massage as an indulgence, but more and more people are
including it as part of a healthy lifestyle. Massage can reverse
our response to stress by lowering adrenal secretions, blood
pressure and pulse rate. Breathing slows and deepens and
muscles relax. Massage can make one feel more energized
by increasing blood circulation, improving muscle tone and
relieving muscle tension.
Now, some of us have been holding onto stress for so long
that it has started to feel normal. Allowing ourselves to give in
to complete relaxation is easier said than done for some folks.
Some people want to “help” by stifﬂy extending their arm in the
air for the therapist to massage, or holding their head up during
scalp or neck work. Others like to chatter throughout the entire
session; this can be entertaining but not terribly relaxing. If you
are one who truly wants to relax but can’t seem to ﬁnd the off
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switch even during a massage session, you would beneﬁt from
a Reiki session.
Reiki is a modality known as Energy Therapy. Other Energy
Therapy modalities are Huna, Healing Touch, and LaHo Chi.
Reiki is a wonderful avenue for stress reduction and relaxation
that promotes healing. It stimulates the life force energy inside
us in a balanced and calm way. The body has the ability to heal
itself when given the chance. Reiki lowers the level of stress
and relaxes the body with an added sense of calm so healing
can take place.
Our energy ﬁeld has several layers, which includes our
physical body. It is extremely sensitive to the energy of thoughts
and feelings. When we have negative thoughts and beliefs,
they will be manifested in our energy ﬁeld, and then they ﬁlter down to our physical body. This causes energy blockages.
Reiki penetrates the blocked areas in the energy ﬁeld and the
physical body. It strengthens the chakras (energy centers) and
the meridians so that life energy can pass more easily through
the body to reinforce the body’s natural healing and regenerative power.

It is estimated
that up to 80%
of all illnesses
are caused by stress.
We also discovered the effectiveness of joint massage/reiki
sessions, in a roundabout way, after seeing a client regularly for
stress and pain management. She received Reiki and massage
therapy on alternating weeks. Though she responded well to
Reiki, it was more difﬁcult for her to relax during the massage
sessions. We approached her with the idea of doing a joint
session, and she agreed to give it a try. Her response to this
“two in one” approach was wonderful. She was totally relaxed
within 10 minutes, making it easier for the massage therapist
to do deeper work. We continued with the joints sessions for
a few weeks, then went back to separate, alternating weeks of
Reiki and massage.
Joint sessions can be very effective for those with extreme
anxiety and problems with relaxing in general. Though it may
not be for everyone, it is another approach to consider in the
battle to ﬁght stress.
These are just two avenues one can use in stress management. Each has wonderful beneﬁts. The great thing is they can
be used separately or in jointly. Taking an active approach
toward reducing the stress in your life is but one pathway on
the road to wellness.
Dinah Howell, LMBT #4148, is the Massage Therapist and Lynn
Akers Hawks is the Energy Therapist at Branches Holistic Health
& Wellness Center in Winston-Salem, NC. For more information please visit our website, www.brancheshealth.com. See
ad on page 45.
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Reflexology Tips for Colds

T

he cold is the most common of the
nuisance diseases. All but 10 percent of the people in this country
have a cold every year, and over half of
us have several.
Follow these reflexology tips for
winter cold symptom relief:

Sneezing and Coughs
Neck

Sore Throat
Colds and ﬂu usually start with a sore
throat. With reﬂexology you can usually
cure the sore throat before it turns into
something worse.
Locate the throat reﬂexes on both
thumbs where they fasten to the hands at
the thumb webs. Make small circles with
the thumb around each base to locate
the tender areas. Continue circling the
tender spots until the soreness is gone.
Use the same treatment procedure on
both thumb webs.
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Pituitary
Gland

When a bad cold has developed,
impurities have accumulated in the system and the body is expelling harmful
toxic substances, so it is best not to give
yourself a full reﬂexology treatment. Only
work on the reﬂexes mentioned here:
Locate the pituitary gland reﬂexes
at the center of both thumb pads. Massage them with small thumb circles for
ten seconds. To provide your lungs with
an added supply of oxygen, make small
thumb circles down the hands from the
bases of the ﬁngers to the soft area of the
palms, moving across the hands.
With reﬂexology treatments you may stop
a cold before it starts!
Submitted by Annie Rawleigh, Certiﬁed
Reﬂexologist and Instructor. For an appointment or to take reﬂexology classes,
call 336-855-7380. See ad on page 23.

Winter's Silent

T

KILLER

he colder weather is
setting in, and everyone is sealing up their
houses for the winter. While
an air-tight house is good for
your utility bill, it isn’t always
good for your health — particularly if carbon monoxide
is present.
Carbon monoxide is
emitted by stoves, gas cooking ranges, heating systems,
and by burning wood and
coal—so it’s logical that there
could be more of it in your
home during the winter. But
you’d ever know it, because it
is invisible and odorless.
That’s a problem, because
carbon monoxide is toxic to
humans. Prolonged exposure
can cause headache, dizziness, lightheadedness, nausea or vomiting, chest pain, and confusion or disorientation. If
you don’t recognize the symptoms and get into fresh air, you can

become unconscious—and
eventually, die.
Make it a habit to have
your stoves, heating systems
and ﬁreplaces inspected each
fall before the real cold of
winter sets in. And if you
don’t already have one, go out
today and buy carbon monoxide detectors for your home.
Most are small and unobtrusive, and come in electric and
battery powered models. If
you choose a battery operated model, just replace the
batteries each spring and fall
when you replace the batteries in your smoke detectors
(you do have smoke detectors,
don’t you?)

Submitted by Wendy Evenson, of Sadie's Herbal Garden
in Stokesdale, NC. Visit www.sadiesherbalgarden.com. 336644-SOAP (7627) See ad on page 33.
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Natural Relief for

ACID

T

REFLUX

he holidays have come and gone. It was a great time to
revisit family, friends and those we care about along with
receiving a few gifts as well. Along with the holidays,
came a great abundance of food, mostly sweets ﬁlled with a
lot of sugar, and very acidic. For many of us, this means that
our Acid Reﬂux has paid us a revisit.
Acid Reﬂux, also known as GERD, affects millions of Americans. The pain is so severe at times, that many people resort to
harmful drugs to remove this painful experience. However, as
painful as the Acid Reﬂux may be, there are some all-natural
herbs that can remove this pain and get to the root cause (unlike
drugs) of Acid Reﬂux and heal our body from the inside.
Acid Reﬂux happens when the stomach acid gets backed up
in the esophagus causing a burning sensation in the esophagus.
The position of the esophagus can make the pain sometimes feel
like it is coming from the heart, and this is where the term 'heartburn' originates. There is normally a valve, called the esophagus
sphincter that separates the stomach and the esophagus and
keeps the acid from backing up. When this valve is tampered
with, it doesn't work effectively and acid will back up.
The most popular drugs can work effectively to remove
pain, but they also damage much of the positive beneﬁts that
the acid brings. The common drugs on the market work in one
of two ways—eliminating the production of acid in the stomach
or reducing the stomach acid produced. Our bodies need the
acid to be produced in the stomach as it has several beneﬁts,
including the ability to break down proteins as the protein digestive enzymes work in a lower acid pH level. Stomach acid also
helps kill bacteria that come with the food we eat, which helps
lower the chances of food poisoning. In addition, it helps with
killing off bacteria and harmful substances that enter our air
passage. By reducing or eliminating the production of stomach
acid, we are causing any of these beneﬁts to be sacriﬁced.
Thankfully, we have all-natural herbs that can do the job
without altering our body's natural production of acid. The
following are a list of herbs and their beneﬁts as pertaining to
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acid reﬂux.
Slippery Elm—soothes digestive lining. Works well with soothing the acid
damage to the esophagus. Due to high
mucilage content, it can heal and soothe
inflammation of mucous membranes,
including the stomach.
Marshmallow Root—Works like slippery elm, containing mucilage that helps
soothe and heal esophagus lining and aid
in stomach healing.
Licorice Root-—A wide variety of uses
from heart failure to inﬂammation of all
sorts. Licorice Root combined with slippery elm and marshmallow root, bring
the total package for healing and soothing
the esophagus and stomach and reduce
acid reﬂux.
L-Glutamine—Is a pH buffer system as
being alkaline. It doesn't reduce acid
production, but helps monitor the over
production of acid by buffering that system. Also known for healing ulcers.
Turmeric—Used to help with digestion
and stimulate bile production. Also shows
anti-inﬂammatory effects.
Papaya—Has the digestive enzymes that
break down proteins. Very essential for
stomach digestion and keeping acid in
its place.
Fennel Seed—Relaxes digestive muscles.
Anti-gas effect. Aids in digestion.
Apples—Yes, this fruit can aid in antiacid reﬂux effects. The pectin in the apple
climbs its way near the valve that keeps
the acid out of the esophagus while eating, keeping the acid from leaving the
stomach.
Before you fear the next episode of
Acid Reﬂux, GERD, heartburn or an ulcer pain, try these herbs combined for a
relieving feeling and a chance to actually
enjoy the foods you eat without sacriﬁcing your body's normal functions.
Submitted by The Natural Barn. Please
visit www.thenaturalbarn.com or call
1-888-568-5443 for more information
about Acid Reﬂux and natural ways to
aid it.
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MUNIT
M
Y resource guide
CO
ACUPUNCTURE
TAO ACUPUNCTURE & NATUROPATHY, LLC
Kimberly Brown, N.D., L.Ac.
Greensboro, NC 336-254-7669
Holistic medicine using acupuncture,
herbs, and nutrition for all health concerns. Also offering facial renewal acupuncture to brighten the face and bring
out your inner beauty. See ad page 20.

AROMATHERAPY
C-ALTERNATIVES AROMATHERAPY
Cheryl Laudenbacher, RN, MS, AHN-BC
336-292-6846
www.c-alternatives.com
Helping you and those
you love Heal with Natural Alternatives proven
Safe and Effective for
Thousands of Years. You
can trust a nurse. Certified Holistic RN, Psychiatric Clinical Nurse Specialist, And
Clinical Essential Oil Therapist.

CH-IMPORTS, LTD.
3410 Deep Green Drive
Greensboro, NC 27410
336-282-9734 - www.chimports.com
Pure and natural essential oils. Custom
blending, bottling and labeling available.
For information and samples, contact
number above. See ad on page 51.

BODYWORK
THE BODY MIND CENTER
Melanie Jones, RN LMBT
612 Pasteur Dr - Suite 208
Greensboro, NC 27403 336-834-0100
Specializing in myofascial
release, therapeutic massage, craniosacral therapy,
prenatal massage, and
Body Talk. As an RN since
1985 and now as a massage therapist, I combine
varying techniques for an individualized
session. NCLMBT #199. See ad page
29.

BODY PHILOSOPHY
Massage & Bodywork for Women
Tag Woods, LMBT NC #874
PO Box 5473, High Point, NC 27262
336-996-6135
Practicing the healing arts
with reverence, love & faith,
with the purpose of bringing alignment back to the
individual in body, mind &
spirit—with a special focus
on the childbearing years.
See ad on page 19.
DINAH HOWELL, LMBT, Lic #4148
Branches Holistic Health & Wellness
1001 Reynolda Road, Stockton Cottage
Winston-Salem, NC - 336-723-1011
www.brancheshealth.com
Offering relaxation and therapeutic massage for stress relief, pain management,
and general enhancement of health. Also
certiﬁed in Massage for Pregnancy and
Post-Partum. In-ofﬁce chair massage also
available! (Joint massage-reiki sessions
available upon request.) See ad page 45
YOGA CAFÉ
711 Milner Drive
Greensboro, NC
336-299-1070 - www.theyogacafe.biz
Complete Yoga Program, including Yoga
Foundations I and II, Gentle Yoga and
Yoga for all levels. Also offering massage therapy and bodywork. See ad on
page 34.
ROLFING® STRUCTURAL INTEGRATION - Steve Green, Certiﬁed Rolfer
336-686-9800
www.RolﬁngGreensboro.com
Rolﬁng works the soft tissues to ease
strains and imbalances in the body
caused by accident, injury, illness, and
daily activities. Where there are strains
and imbalances, there is often impaired
movement and pain. Rolﬁng restores balance, improves movement, and reduces
pain. See ad on page 31.
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BOUTIQUES/GIFTS
SECOND TO NATURE
500-A State Street - Greensboro, NC
336-274-2003
Specialty boutique for those who have
undergone breast surgery, carrying
prostheses, bras, lingerie & swimwear.
Certiﬁed ﬁtters. Insurance accepted. See
ad on page 17.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
INDEPENDENT VEMMA DISTRIBUTORS
Maggie and Windell Dorman
livebetter4life@yahoo.com
336-454-6469
Work from home in your own homebased business. Enjoy the tax beneﬁts of
business ownership. No registration/application fee. No inventory to carry. Free
professional training by industry leaders.
Unlimited earning potential. Call 336454-6469 or visit www.myvemma.com/
mdorman. See ad on page 50.

CHIROPRACTORS
DOOLEY FAMILY CHIROPRACTIC,
PLLC-Scott S. Dooley DC & DeAnn M.
Dooley DC
www.triadchiros.com 336-841-1507
Offering state-of-the-art technology to
gradually relieve herniated or bulging
spinal discs with the only true spinal
decompression unit in the Triad. See ad
on page 43.

COLON HYDROTHERAPY
INNERLIGHT INSTITUTE-Judith Streetman, Certiﬁed Colon Hydrotherapist
1386-D Westgate Center Drive
Winston-Salem—336-659-9620
Colon Hydrotherapy - offering healing
through wellness. Get rid of toxins that
make you feel ill, tired or weak. Call for
more information. See ad on page 21.

COUNSELING/THERAPY
ANDY MORETZ, M.ED., LPC
Branches Holistic Health & Wellness
1001 Reynolda Road, Stockton Cottage
Winston-Salem, NC 336-723-1011
www.brancheshealth.com
Offering holistically based psychotherapy
and counseling services. General emotional health concerns as well as men’s
issues, spiritual health, addictions counseling, and gay, lesbian, bisexual, issues.
See ad on page 45.
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COURSES
REFLEXOLOGY CERTIFICATION
COURSE
Annie Rawleigh, Certiﬁed Reﬂexologist
336-855-7380
Reflexology is a simple
approach to health and
renewed vitality, while
eliminating illness and
pain. Learn how to give
foot, hand, and ear reﬂexology treatments, as well
as anatomy, history, theories, ethics,
business and marketing. Classes are on
Sundays, 9-5 on February 4th, 11th, 18th,
25th and March 4th at Natural Touch
School of Massage Therapy in Greensboro. Call Annie with your mailing address for information. Class size is limited.
Deadline for enrollment is January 14th.
See ad on page 23.

FINANCIAL CONSULTING
THRIVENT FINANCIAL
823 W. Fifth Street, Suite B
Winston-Salem, NC 27101
336-722-2399
Serving the Triad for 9 years by helping
people meet their ﬁnancial needs through
personal and professional service. See ad
on page 49.

HERBAL PRODUCTS
LIZZIE'S HERB SHOP
500 Pineview Dr. - Suite 115
Kernersville 27284
336-996-4030
The "herb lady is a certiﬁed herbologist
and iridologist. Offering vitamins, herbs
and minerals.
MAD ABOUT HERBS
Monta Smith 336-722-0607
Thruway Shopping Center
Winston-Salem, NC
Monta's 30 years of experience and
knowledge of Nature's Sunshine Products
can greatly improve your health. She will
guide you by recommending supplements. Preventing disease by building a
strong immune system is her specialty.
See ad on page 26.
MARLA S.R. YOUNG
Herbalife Distributor
www.herbal-nutrition.net/members/marlasryoung • Toll free: 1-800-814-7830
Natural, Nutritional products and programs personalized to ﬁt your needs and
lifestyle. Weight management, women’s

and men’s health, targeted supplements,
skin and hair care, bath and body. FREE
personal consultations available. See ad
on page 34.
SADIE'S HERBAL GARDEN
8406 US Highway 158 - Stokesdale
336-644-SOAP (7627)
www.sadiesherbalgarden.com
Sadie’s has handmade herbal products
made with love and knowledge-not
chemicals and unnatural ingredients.
You will discover simple, easy and affordable ways to pamper yourself. See
ad on page 33.

HYPERBARIC CHAMBER
HYPERBARIC OXYGEN THERAPY OF
HIGH POINT
2400 S. Main St. - High Point
336-259-8138
Hyperbaric oxygen therapy is now
available in the Triad. Can be used for
many, many conditions including Autism, ADD, MS, Cerebral Palsy, Stress,
Arthritis, Chronic Fatigue, Allergies &
Asthma, muscle and tendon pain. See
ad on page 43.

HYPNOBIRTHING
HYPNOBIRTHING®
Tag Woods 336-992-6135
Certiﬁed HypnoBirthing® Practitioner
Teaching mothers & birth companions
techniques for safe & satisfying birthing
through guided imagery, visualization &
special breathing. Five-week sessions.
Call for dates and further information.

HYPNOTHERAPY
SOLUTIONS thru HYPNOTICS
Douglas Sutton
Certiﬁed Advanced Clinical Hypnotherapist
336-922-5272
Hypnotherapy for weight management,
smoking cessation, stress release, pain
management, athletic and academic
enhancement, PLR and more.“Dare to be
extraordinary." See ad on page 20.
ALTERNATIVE WELLNESS & BEYOND
Polly Humphreys, Certiﬁed Hypnotist &
L.P.T.A.-155 Northpoint Ave - High Pt
Day & evening appts. - Adults & Kids
Free consultation: 336-988-5750
Hypnosis-Specializing in Wellness &
Sports Related Needs:Take ChargeAchieve Success and Create Conﬁdence;
Manage Stress; Banish Fears/Phobias;

Weight Loss; Stop Smoking; and Get rid of
Unwanted Habits. Identify root issues and
resolve the problem for good. EXPECT
SUCCESS! Hypnosis Educational info:
www.alternativewellness.net

IRIDOLOGY
TRIAD IRIDOLOGY
Gina H Jones, IIPA Certiﬁed Iridologist
1528-D Zoo Parkway, Asheboro NC
336-963-4462; mobile - 336-963-4462
Call for an appointment to receive your
comprehensive iris analysis. Visit www.
TriadIridology.com for more information.
The iris is the window to well being. See
ad on page 42.

NATUROPATHIC
PHYSICIANS
NATUROPATHIC HEALTH CLINIC
OF NORTH CAROLINA
114-L Reynolda Village, Winston-Salem
Keoni Teta, ND, LAc, CSCS
Jade Teta, ND, CSCS
336 724 4452
www.naturopathichealthclinic.com
Our clinic helps individuals and families
optimize wellness with comprehensive
science-based healthcare. We utilize natural therapies such as functional nutrition,
homeopathy, acupuncture, functional
exercise, botanical and environmental
medicine that treat the cause of dis-ease,
rather than just managing symptoms.

DR. AIMEE SHEPPARD, N.D.,
M.O.M., L.AC - Kernersville
336-655-2832
Integrating natural therapeutics with
current medical knowledge. See ad on
page 51.

NATUROPATHS
JUDITH TOSCANO, ND LMBT #1640
Naturopath
276-694-3745 by appointment
Combining intuition, scientiﬁc knowledge, physical, emotional & energetic
methods, Jude emphasizes mind-body treatments
using NAET, botanicals,
massage & rejuvenation to support your
health & wellbeing.

NUTRITION
BERNARD’S LIGHT
336-389-1930
miracle2network.com/bernardslight
rainforestbio.com/bernardslight
Offering education & consultations to
help you assume an active role in your
health and well being. Suggestions are
based on proven, cell-friendly, resultsoriented options. See ad on page 44.

GARREN BRANNON, RD, Chef
Branches Holistic Health and Wellness
1001 Reynolda Road, Stockton Cottage
Winston-Salem, NC - 336-723-1011
rd@brancheshealth.com
Holistically-based nutrition services
including general nutrition, weight management and healthy lifestyles. Also offers
both individual and group healthy cooking classes. See ad on page 45.
NATURAL HEALING & NUTRITION
CLINIC - Dr. A. Choi, Ph.D
2616 Deer Place, Greensboro
294-6798
Clinical & holistic nutritionist, naturopathic, 21
years exp, free consultations,
various non-invasive tests.
Free trial of far-infra-red ray
massage for muscle and back pain for
everybody. See ad on page 35.

ORGANIC
DEEP ROOTS MARKET
3728 Spring Garden St - Greensboro
336-292-9216
Greensboro’s only natural foods co-op
serving the Triad for over 28 years! We
are a full service grocery owned by our
customers and product knowledge is our
specialty. Mon-Sat 12-8; Sun 12-7. See
ad on page 11.
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EARTH FARE, The Healthy Supermarket
2965 Battleground Ave. - Greensboro
336-369-0190 www.earthfare.com
Full service organic and natural grocery
supermarket with salad & hot bar, juice
bar, natural health & body care products
and everything in between. Free cooking
classes and wine tastings in the Community Events room. See ad on page 48.

REIKI
LYNN AKERS HAWKS, Reiki & Huna
Branches Holistic Health and Wellness
1001 Reynolda Road, Stockton Cottage
Winston-Salem, NC 336-723-1011
www.brancheshealth.com
Life-long student of Energy Healing, offering sessions in both Reiki and Advanced
Huna Healing (Hawaiian-based energy
healing).Great for balancing energy as
well as overall life enhancement. (Joint
massage-energy sessions available upon
request.) See ad on page 45.

REFLEXOLOGY
REFLEXOLOGY
Annie Rawleigh, Certiﬁed Reﬂexologist
1-A Wendy Court, Greensboro
336 855-7380 Appointments
Reﬂexology is a sensational, dynamic,
yet simple approach to glowing health.
The powerful healing forces of reﬂexology can make you whole; bring renewed
vigor, vitality and beauty; and eliminate
illness and pain from your life. See ad
on page 23.
REFLEXOLOGY
Jacqueline Spanbauer
Certiﬁed Reﬂexologist
336-294-9391 Appointments
Reﬂexology is a gift you give to your body.
Not only can it improve your circulation,
it can release the build-up of toxins. These
are just 2 of the many beneﬁts that await
your body by receiving a session of this
age-old practice. See ad on page 23

SPAS
A SPECIAL PLACE
500-C State Street - Greensboro, NC
336-574-0100
Spa & wig boutique focused on those
with special needs. Enjoy facials, manicures, pedicures, waxing, body wraps.
Wigs, hats, turbans and accessories for
chemotherapy patients. See ad page 17.
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WELLNESS
RESOURCES UNLIMITED
503 E. Church Street - Martinsville, VA
276-670-7546 or 843-870-4462
Joyce Stech, Certiﬁed BodyTalk Practitioner, Certified Light Language Instructor, Reiki Master, Certiﬁed Lymphatic Drainage
Therapist, Reﬂexology and
NLP. Call for appointment
or visit www.resourcesunlimited1.com. See ad on page 32.
THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS
Susan Musgrave
236 E. Center Street
Lexington, NC 336-236-7187
Evaluate the level of your energy ﬂow
with a meridian stress assessment. Noninvasive. For more information, call or
email tsmusgrave@lexcominc.net.
See ad on page 22.
WESTCHESTER CHIROPRACTIC
CLINIC
W. Earl Barbour, D.C. P.A. F.I.C.C.
1726 Westchester Drive -High Point
336-885-5195
No more guessing about your nutritional health! Call us for non-invasive
testing—a more accurate means to determine your nutritional needs. See ad
on page 27.

WELLNESS CENTERS
BRANCHES HOLISTIC HEALTH &
WELLNESS CENTER
1001 Reynolda Rd. - Stockton Cottage
Winston-Salem 336.723-1011
www.brancheshealth.com
Beautiful wellness center offering psychotherapy, massage therapy, nutrional
health, yoga, stress management, ﬁtness
training and much more. See ad on page
45.

EAST-WEST HEALTH CLINIC
Neil Cooper, DOM
301 E. Mountain Street-Suite B
Kernersville
336-794-4080
European Biological Medicine & Oriental Medicine. Combining scientiﬁcally
validated therapies in microbiology, biochemistry, environmental medicine, chelation and nutrition. Acupuncture & joint
rebuilding without surgery. Complete
body assessment. See ad on page 18.
FIBROMYALGIA SOLUTIONS CENTER
OF THE TRIAD - Steve Willen, DC
3808-H High Point Rd. - Greensboro
336-292-4900/www.YourFibroDoc.com
Fibromyalgia, Horrible Sleep, IBS, Depression, Widespread Pain, Unrelenting
fatigue, Fibro Fog. Dr. Willen has been
successfully treating this illness for years.
There are Solutions. See ad on page 25.

YOGA & TAI CHI
FAMILY YOGA
Cheryl Andres
336-272-0005, Greensboro
www.familyyoga.org
Prenatal, Mom & Baby, Easy
Does It, Beginners, Intermediate, Children’s, Yoga
for Men, Therapeutic yoga,
and Pilates classes are offered. See web site for class
descriptions, schedule and pricing. See
ad on page 9.
YOGA CAFÉ
711 Milner Drive
Greensboro, NC 27410
336-299-1070
Complete Yoga Program, including Yoga
Foundations I and II, Gentle Yoga and
Yoga for all levels. Also offering massage therapy and bodywork. See ad on
page 34.

CENTER OF WELL-BEING
1316-1320 Ashley Square
Winston-Salem 336.794-2343
integrativecare@bellsouth.net

THE YOGA GALLERY
633 N. Trade Street
336-725-4119, Winston-Salem
www.yogagallery.net

We are a holistic health care center serving adults, children, couples and families
and offering: Acupunture, Herbology,
Harmonic Sound Healing, Holistic Mental Health Counseling, Substance Abuse
and Addictions Counseling, Therapeutic
and Hot Stone Massage, Reiki, Reiki
Instruction, and Fibromyalgia Recovery.
See ad on page 28.

Yoga Classes & private instruction in the
downtown Winston-Salem Arts District.
Prenatal yoga, beginners thru Levels 2-3
and Gita Classes. Rolﬁng appointments
on Fridays. See website for schedule,
class descriptions, and pricing. See ad
on page 22.
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FITNESSfocus

The Importance of

STRENGTH
TRAINING

W

how much weight you lift, and the
types of exercises you do that determines whether you bulk up.

hat happens when the
body you once had at
20 years old doesn’t respond to activities the way it used
to? We can’t change the fact that
we will get older, but we can change
HOW we will age, and the rate at
which we will age. Yes folks, our muscles tend toward atrophy unless we do
something to stop it. With the New Year
comes many ﬁtness resolutions. There are
many viable options—and just as many
viable questions. Perhaps some of those
questions will be answered here.

Why Strength Train?
From adulthood into middle age,
people lose approximately 6.6 pounds of
lean muscle mass during each decade of
life. Many studies show that muscle mass
may decline by 20% and 40% between
age 20 and age 65. This is a result of a
reduction in muscle ﬁber number and
size, which means the muscle’s strength
and endurance is not as functional in
older adults. The quote “use it or lose it”
has solid evidence to support it. Proper
stimulation of the muscle ﬁbers, and what
is called “motor units” is absolutely critical to prevent this muscle loss. Strength
training appears to decelerate the adverse
effects of aging.
For many years ﬁtness was considered just aerobic—where walking, running, aerobic classes, etc. were the most
popular things on the block. Many people
bought the videos to dance to Jane Fonda,
Denise Austin and even Richard Simmons. Although those types of exercises
are important, they are primarily focused
on exercising the heart and not the other
muscle tissue in the body in a way that
builds lean muscle.
Now we are at a point in the ﬁtness
world where most people know that
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Q: I am older, and have never done
weight training before, and now feel
that it is too late to start. Would it
be beneﬁcial and safe for me to start
now?

strength training in some way is important for several reasons. According to
Dr. Michael Pollock from the University
of Florida, “strength training increases
range of joint movement, increases
muscle mass, strengthens bones, muscles,
tendons, ligaments, improves your ability to do everyday chores and activities,
improves health and ﬁtness, helps prevent
accidents, injuries, and sickness, and
speeds rehabilitation when you do get
hurt.” In addition to that, it burns more
fat than aerobic activity, increases the
metabolism more than aerobic activity,
and is the only type of exercise that can
change your genetically inclined body
shape. Yes, you read that correctly. Again,
strength training is the ONLY form of
exercise that can actually change your
genetically predisposed body shape.

Commons Questions About
Strength Training:
Q: I am woman and don’t want to become bulky. Should I strength train or just
keep doing the aerobics?
A: Strength training with weights will not
make you bulky unless you want to be. It
is not the weight training that makes you
bulk up, it is the number of repetitions,

A: The answer is definitely yes, you
should start now if you are healthy
enough to begin. Start by lifting light
weights (or whatever type of strength
training you are going to do) and progress slowly. Use a ﬁtness professional to
design a safe workout program for you
based on your goals and needs. Do not
think that it is too late. It really never is!
Strength training will prevent further bone
loss and further fat accumulation around
the muscles, which lead to injuries and
common diseases that unconditioned
elderly folks struggle with.
Q: My child is only 12 years old. Should
he be starting to lift weights at this age?
A: The answer is yes and no. If done with
the utmost safety, children between 10-12
years old could begin a strength training
program that would assist their growth
and changes that are still to come in their
bodies. If done in a manner that is unsafe
(which many teenagers do) the weight
training can cause signiﬁcant problems
in muscle and bone development as the
child grows older, putting him or her at
much greater risk of injury.
Q: How does strength training ﬁt into my
overall ﬁtness program? Does it replace
the aerobics I had been doing?
A: A strength training program, designed
for muscular strength and endurance, is

“There’s only one
way to stop your
muscles from
wasting away:
strength training.
It doesn’t matter
only one component of ﬁtness.
Cardiovascular activity (aerobic and anaerobic), a stretching routine, and nutrition are
the other main components to
your overall ﬁtness program.
Each of these areas need to be
addressed in a person’s life, and
will progress both separately
and together with the other
components. A good personal
trainer, or ﬁtness consultant,
can design a program that addresses each
of these areas.
Q: How do I start a strength training program if I have never done this before?
A: If you are going to a workout club, start
with a basic circuit training program using
the machines they have. This will put you
into a bit of a safer position than if you
start in the free weight room. If you are
working out at home, start with exercises
that use your body weight, and purchase
a resistance ball and a couple pairs of

out doing 1 set of each exercise is usually best, and then
old or 75 years old. progressing to 2 or more sets
If you don’t build per exercise after a little time
is best. Beginners should work
muscle, you’ll lose out anywhere between 1220 repetitions depending on
muscle”
your personal ﬁtness goals and
Dr. William Evans
level of conditioning. Again, a
Penn State University. good personal trainer will know
where you should be starting
with regards to weight levels,
sets, repetitions, and what exercises and
dumbbells that are weight appropriate
how often to do them.
for your strength level. Consider using a
personal trainer to at least get you started
Don’t wait any longer, delve in and make
on a program that is best for you.
this new year about a stronger, leaner, and
healthier you! And remember, eat right
Q: How many repetitions and sets should
and exercise smart.
I be doing?

if you’re 40 years

A: This varies greatly from person to
person. Generally, a beginner exerciser
should start off with a program that has
many different exercises to address each
of your major muscle groups. Starting

Submitted by Craig Ryan, certiﬁed personal trainer and advanced sports nutrition
specialist with the National Federation
of Professional Trainers. He can reached
at 336-416-0036, or through his website
www.renewyourstrength.com.
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Sustainable Lifestyles Offering Wellness & Environmental Regeneration

Do you have a passion for natural health?
Does your community need a magazine like this one?
Now you, too, can be a part of the SLOWER Network!
Become a publisher. Own your own magazine. Bring your natural health community together.
We are a growing network...not a franchise.
So, there are NO franchise fees
NO royalties based on sales

Interested? For more information, visit

www.SlowerNetwork.com
Contact us at 336-369-4170
or email: enquiries@slowR.com
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COMMUNITYevents
Wednesday, January 3
Bhagavad-Gita Classes. 7:30 PM. Join us
for an evening of timeless knowledge.
Although spoken 5,000 years ago in
India, the knowledge contained within
the Gita is not limited to a particular historical setting or cultural background. The
evening will begin with Kirtan, a call and
response musical chanting, followed by
a recitation of a particular sanskrit verse
or mantra from the Bhagavad-Gita. There
will be a short teaching offered by Dulal
Chandra dasa, a student of Vedanta for
more than 30 years, and we will follow
this with an open discussion. There is no
charge for this class and it is open to the
public. The Yoga Gallery, 633 N. Trade
Street, Winston-Salem, 725-4119. www.
yogagallery.net

Friday, January 5
Yoga for Fertility. This class will focus on
restorative poses, breathing, relaxation
and yoga postures to release tension
and bring increased circulation to the
heart and reproductive system. Class
size limited to maintain a nurturing and
intimate atmosphere. Class Resumes
January - Space limited - Sign-up required
before the session. Family Yoga, 1616 E
Battleground Ave, GSO, 272-0005, www.
familyyoga.org.

Monday, January 8
Restorative Yoga. By using blankets and
bolsters your entire body will be supported, allowing for passive opening of
the upper and lower body. Staying in a
position for several minutes with focus
on your breathing encourages deep relaxation and stress reduction. No prior
yoga experience is needed. Please see
web site for more class details. Family
Yoga, 1616 E Battleground Ave, GSO,
272-0005, www.familyyoga.org.

Tuesday, January 9
Yoga for Men. Yoga for Men is an on-going yoga class held on Tuesday evenings
from 7:30 to 8:45. The class is focused on
the male anatomy and its requirements
while bringing yoga mind-body awareness to the participants. Please see web
site for more class details. Family Yoga,
1616 E Battleground Ave, GSO, 2720005, www.familyyoga.org.

Wednesday, January 10
Yoga Fundamentals. This class is a
novice’s introduction to yoga that runs
over a six week time frame. You will learn

basic yoga poses, breathing, transition
and relaxation that will guide you into
proper position and Hatha ﬂow techniques. Space limited - Sign-up required
before the session. Family Yoga, 1616 E
Battleground Ave, GSO, 272-0005, www.
familyyoga.org.

Thursday, January 11
Yoga for Men Introduction. Yoga for Men
introduction class is offered for anyone
interested in signing up for the Tuesday’s
Men’s class but does not have yoga experience. This class will be included in your
purchase of a ‘Yoga for Men’ set of classes
and will give you the basics needed to
attend the Tuesday night classes. Please
see web site for more class details. Family Yoga, 1616 E Battleground Ave, GSO,
272-0005, www.familyyoga.org.

Saturday, January 13
Maps Of Consciousness: Spiritual Pathways for Wholistic Evolution. 9 AM-4
PM (lunch provided). In this presentation,
we’ll draw from anthropology, depth
psychology, near-death experiences,
new sciences, religious mystical traditions and indigenous cultures, to create a
unique Map of Consciousness. Expanding
upon Stanislav Grof’s pre and peri-natal
consciousness theories, we’ll connect
near-death, out-of-body, and dissociate
experiences with the healing capacities
available from ancient and modern Rites
of Passage to present a cartography for
wholistic development and evolution.
Registration is required. Program cost is
$59. Details e-mail: Jlapham@juno.com
or telephone: 379.1000

Tuesday, January 16
BABY SIGNS® Sign, Say and Play
Classes. You and your baby will enjoy 6
weeks of signing, singing and movement
that highlight important developmental
skills. Classes are appropriate for babies
ages 6 to 36 months. Enrollment includes
the Sign, Say and Play tm kit ﬁlled with
valuable Baby Signs* products. The registration cost is $140 per child. Requires
$40 non-refundable deposit to reserve
spot in class and balance due two weeks
prior to class. For additional information call Amy @ 720-9487 or email at
babysignswithamy@yahoo.com, hosted
by Family Yoga, 1616 E Battleground Ave,
GSO, 272-0005, www.familyyoga.org.

Saturday, January 20
Meditation Techniques and Contemplative Practices. 9 AM-3 PM. Meditation

techniques and contemplative practices
have been used for hundreds of years as
ways to bring peace, tranquility, balance
and insight to our lives. They are designed
to be practiced systematically, routinely
and daily. You’ll experience different
types of meditations and learn about
their place in history. Whether a beginner
or longtime practitioner, youth or elder,
you’ll ﬁnd beneﬁt from this workshop.
Registration is required. Program cost
is $35. More info: 379.1000 or E-Mail:
JLapham@juno.com

Saturday, February 3
Nurturing the Pregnant Couple, Birthing
and Beyond. Sat. and Sun. 1-4:30 PM.
An expectant couples workshop for the
body, mind and spirit. This 2 day, sevenhour intensive workshop focuses on
massage and yoga techniques to beneﬁt
the expectant mother, her partner and
their baby. Enrollment Limited. $135 per
couple, ($50.00 deposit required to hold
space), Includes notebook of information
covered in workshop. Family Yoga, 1616
E Battleground Ave, GSO, 272-0005,
www.familyyoga.org.

Friday, February 9
Valentine Partner Yoga Class – Two separate classes held Friday night and Saturday
afternoon. Yoga means union. Develop
greater trust, sensitivity and understanding as we sustain our partners with our
presence, breath, and support through
Partner Yoga. Most importantly, it is FUN!
We laugh together as we strengthen and
stretch the body! Enrollment Limited
7:00-8:30 PM, $25 per couple. Family
Yoga, 1616 E Battleground Ave, GSO,
272-0005, www.familyyoga.org.

Saturday, February 10
Valentine Partner Yoga & Thai Massage
Class. Two separate classes held Friday
night and Saturday afternoon. Develop
greater trust, sensitivity and understanding as we sustain our partners with our
presence, breath, and support through
Partner Yoga. Most importantly, it is FUN!
We laugh together as we strengthen and
stretch the body! You will also learn several Thai massage techniques designed to
stretch, relax and lengthen your muscles.
You will develop a deeper understanding
of how to support your partner through
a variety of easy to understand massage
techniques. Enrollment Limited 1:003:00 PM, $40 per couple. Family Yoga,
1616 E Battleground Ave, GSO, 2720005, www.familyyoga.org.
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ONGOINGevents
sunday

tuesday

Dynamic Flow. 5:00 – 6:15 pm. We connect the poses with the
breath to keep the energy ﬂowing. Must have yoga experience.
Family Yoga, 1616 E Battleground Ave, Greensboro, 272-0005,
www.familyyoga.org.

Intermediate Yoga. 9:30-10:45am. (Also Wed. 7 pm & Thurs.
9:30 am) Yoga at a level for those who are familiar with traditional asanas (poses). Increase your strength, ﬂexibility and
concentration in this class by experiencing fast pace ﬂow, inversions and arm balances. Family Yoga, 1616 E Battleground
Ave, Greensboro, 272-0005.

monday
Pilates. 9:30-10:45am. Also Wed. 5:30 pm. Pilates is a method
of physical and mental conditioning. Class stresses core muscle
strength through a series of exercises performed on the ﬂoor
to achieve a balanced body. Family Yoga, 1616 E Battleground
Ave, Greensboro, 272-0005
Mom & Baby Yoga. 11am-12:15pm. Also Wed. 11 am. Bring
your baby with you to rgain your strength & energy after
childbirth. Enjoy the community of other new moms while in
a comfortable setting where you may feed or change your baby
as needed. Designed for newborns to crawlers. Family Yoga,
1616 E Battleground Ave,, Greensboro, 272-0005.
Children’s Yoga. 4-5pm. A fun-ﬁlled class with yoga, music
and movement. Children ages four to eight are welcome. **
Children’s yoga birthday parties available ** Family Yoga, 1616
E Battleground Ave,, Greensboro, 272-0005.
Mixed Level. 4-5 pm. Also Fr. 9:30 am. Work at your individual
level as the teacher guides you through a hatha ﬂow practice.
Prior experience with yoga is necessary. Family Yoga, 1616 E
Battleground Ave, Greensboro, 272-0005.
Yoga Fundamentals 4:30 p.m. Also Thurs. 6 PM , Sat. 8:30 AM.
An introduction to Yoga for the novice or those wanting a very
gentle class in a safe and supported atmosphere with attention
paid to proper alignment. The Yoga Gallery, 633 N. Trade St.,
Winston-Salem, 725-4119. www.yogagallery.net
Experience Nia (“the body’s way”). 5:30-6;30 pm. Nia, short
for Neuromuscular Integrative Action, combines the expressiveness of dance, the power of martial arts, and the wisdom of the
healing arts. This method of movement is intended to tone body,
mind and spirit. Branches Holistic Health & Wellness Center,
1001 Reynolda Rd., Stockton Cottage, W-S. Certiﬁed instructor
Stephanie Abdon. Call 723-1011 to register.
Yoga for Fertility. 6:00-7:15 pm. This class will focus on restorative poses, breathing, relaxation and yoga postures to release
tension and bring increased circulation to the heart and reproductive system. Class size limited to maintain a nurturing and
intimate atmosphere. Sign-up required. Family Yoga, 1616 E
Battleground Ave, Greensboro, 272-0005
Yoga Levels 2-3. 6-7:30 p.m. Also Wed. 6 PM., Tues/Thurs 9
AM. For students with an understanding of basic yoga principles who are ready to expand their practice. You will receive
personalized adjustments and attention while increasing your
strength, stamina and ﬂexibility. The Yoga Gallery, 633 N. Trade
St., Winston-Salem. 336-725-4119. www.yogagallery.net
Beginner Yoga. 6:30-7:45 pm. Also Sat. at 9 am. For those w/
some yoga experience & familiarity w/ poses. This class will
improve your strength, ﬂexibility & concentration. Appropriate
for those who are re-entering their yoga practice. Family Yoga,
1616 E Battleground Ave, Greensboro, 272-0005.
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Easy Does It Yoga. 1-2:15pm. Also Thurs. 1 pm. A class designed for those desiring to work at a slower pace. No prior
yoga experience necessary. Family Yoga, 1616 E Battleground
Ave,, Greensboro, 272-0005.
Prenatal Yoga. 5:30 pm. This practice will help you to focus
on and experience your pregnancy in a deeper way. It will help
you maintain your health, and the breath work will prime you
for labor and childbirth by training you to stay calm when you
need it most. Yoga Gallery, 633 N. Trade St., W-S. 725-4119.
www.yogagallery.net.
Prenatal Yoga. 6-7:15 pm. (Also Wed. 9:30 am & Thurs. 6 pm)
Prepare your mind & body for the challenges of pregnancy &
labor. This class is designed to build your strength & stamina,
ease discomforts of pregnancy & teach you how to relax. Experience the fellowship & support of other pregnant women.
No prior yoga is necessary.Family Yoga, 1616 E Battleground
Ave, Greensboro, 272-0005.
Yoga Level 1-2. 6:30 PM. For those transitional yoga students
who are ready to begin to move on. We will begin exploring
the basic inversions along with more advanced standing poses.
Some experience is recommended. The Yoga Gallery, 633 N.
Trade St., Winston-Salem, 336-725-4119. www.yogagallery.
net
Yoga for Men. 7:30 – 8:45 pm. An on-going class held each
Tuesday evening that focuses on the male anatomy and its
requirements while bring yoga mind-body awareness to the
participants. Every 7 weeks an introduction to Yoga for Men
is held on Thursday evenings to prepare those that have not
taken yoga for the Tuesday class. See web site for more details on class structure and introductory class offering. Family
Yoga, 1616 E Battleground Ave, Greensboro, 272-0005, www.
familyyoga.org.

wednesday
Tai Chi Fundamentals. 12 noon-1 pm. Walking, standing and
breathing are among the most fundamental human activities.
Join us for a Tai Chi approach to these most important basics;
we’ll learn to do them with attention, harmony and energy.
David Harold, M.Div., LCSW of Three Treasures Tai Chi instructs
at Branches Holistic Health & Wellness Center, 1001 Reynolda
Rd., Stockton Cottage, W-S. Appropriate for all ﬁtness levels.
Call 659-1599 to register.
Kundalini Yoga (the Yoga of Awareness). 6-7:15 pm. Consists of
simple yogic techniques that can be enjoyed by everyone. The
practice is designed to strengthen the nervous system, improve
digestion, balance the glandular system, alleviate fatigue and
depression, increase ﬂexibility and more. Join Instructor Jennifer Setzer at Branches Holistic Health & Wellness Center,
1001 Reynolda Rd., Stockton Cottage, W-S. Call 723-1011 to
register

Yoga Fundamentals. 6:30 – 7:45 pm. Yoga Fundamentals is a
novice's introduction to yoga that runs over a six week time
frame. You will learn basic yoga poses, proper breathing, transition and relaxation that will guide you into proper position and
Hatha ﬂow techniques. Sign-Up required. Family Yoga, 1616 E
Battleground Ave, Greensboro, 272-0005.
Gita Classes. 7:30 p.m. A beginning class in the study of the
Bhagavad-Gita. The class includes Kirtan, mantra Chanting and
discussion of a particular verse from the Gita. Free of charge,
and open to all. The Yoga Gallery, 633 N. Trade St., WinstonSalem. 725-4119. www.yogagallery.net.

thursday

saturday
Beginner Yoga. 9 – 10:15 am. For those with some yoga experience and familiarity with poses. This class will improve your
strength, ﬂexibility and concentration. Appropriate for those
who are re-entering their yoga practice. Family Yoga, 1616 E
Battleground Ave,Greensboro. 272-0005
Gentle Yoga. 10:15-11:30 a.m. Instructor Peter Detweiler has
been practicing yoga for more than 40 years and teaching for
more than 8. Classes include instruction in hatha yoga postures,
breathing practices and meditation. Dress comfortably and
bring a mat or blanket. Branches Holistic Health & Wellness
Center, 1001 Reynolda Rd, Stockton Cottage, W-S. Call 7231011 to register.

Explore a variety of Meditation Tech- niques and Contemplative Practices. 6-8pm. FREE. Meditation techniques and
contemplative practices have been used for hundreds of years
as ways to bring peace, tranquility, balance and insight to our
lives. Whether a beginner or longtime practitioner, youth or
elder, you’ll ﬁnd beneﬁt. Held at Pres. Church of the Covenant
on Mendenhall, Greensboro. Enter via the Church Ofﬁce door,
Moorehead Street Parking Lot. Organizing Facilitator: Julie
Lapham, Ph.D. Call 379-1000 for info.

Hatha Yoga. **Free class on Saturday, January 6th from 9:00
AM-10:30 AM.** Instructor Peter Detweiler has been practicing yoga for more than 40 years and teaching for more than
8. Saturdays, 10:15-11:30 AM. Classes include instruction in
hatha yoga postures, breathing practices and meditation. Dress
comfortably and bring a mat or blanket. Branches Holistic
Health & Wellness Center, 1001 Reynolda Rd, Stockton Cottage, Winston-Salem. Call 723-1011 to register.

Healing Night. 6:30 pm. Ongoing for 8 yrs. Fee: Love offering.
Reiki, Healing Touch, toning, Energy Radiance, La Ho Chi, light
therapy....all healing modalities welcome. Held at Spirit House
in Greensboro. 674-8008 for directions.

Intermediate Yoga. 10:30-11:45 am. Yoga at a level for those
who are familiar with traditional asanas (poses). Increase your
strength, ﬂexibility & concentration by experiencing fast pace
ﬂow, inversions & arm balances. Family Yoga, 1616-E Battleground Ave, Greensboro, 272-0005

friday
Mixed Level. 9:30 – 10:45 AM. Work at your individual level
as the teacher guides you through a Hatha ﬂow practice. Prior
experience with yoga is necessary. Family Yoga, 1616 E Battleground Ave, Greensboro, 272-0005, www.familyyoga.org.
Restorative. 11 AM-12 Noon. By using blankets and bolsters
your entire body will be supported, allowing for passive opening of the upper and lower body. Staying in a position for
several minutes with focus on your breathing encourages deep
relaxation and stress reduction. No prior yoga experience is
needed. Family Yoga, 1616 E Battleground Ave, Greensboro,
272-0005, www.familyyoga.org.

Beginner Belly Dance. 11 AM - 12 Noon. Starting date: January 6. Also Mondays at 12 Noon starting Jan.8. Learn the basic
techniques of belly dance, including undulations, and torso
and hip movements that gently work the muscles and joints.
Movements are taught to beautiful Eastern melodies. Women’s
Wellness, 690 Jonestown Road, W-S. Contact instructor Teresa
Dickerson for further information. 336.830-3479. www.ThreeGracesEntertainment.com
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BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
If I could show you a business opportunity to improve your Health and Weatlh,
would that be a business you would at
least want to know about? If you would
like more information, please go to www.
itvbizmarketing.com, and click on the
opportunity button. Please be patient
for it to load. You will be glad you did.
Your sponsor is ITV Biz Marketing, LLC
(102403). Why wait? 336.856.0436
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COUPLES RETREATS
Romantic Beach Vacation/Workshops:
Florida, Mexico. Deepen Intimacy and
Passion. Discover Tantra. Brochure 1877-282-4244,www.IntimacyRetreats.
com
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Natural Solution—47

BodyWork by Rob Vickory—21

Natural Touch School of Massage

MAKE SELF-CARE A PRIORITY IN 2007
Free Self-care Analysis, Wellness Newsletter, and Monthly workshops & product
demonstrations. Email spaericka@yahoo.
com, www.taketime4me.com, 980-7215586
TEACHERS / NURSES
Earn $1000 per month working from
home PT. Training Provided. Call: 336414-9401.
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Second to Nature—17

FOR SALE
Nature's Sunshine Shop, nutritional
supplements. 9 years established. Large
customer base. Excellent location. Turnkey. 336-722-0607.

Clay Bakery—17

Solutions thru Hypnosis—20

Create Your Best Life—31

Specialized Visual Solutions—19

Deep Roots—11

Summit Bamboo Flooring—16

Dooley Family Chiropractic—43

Tao Acupuncture—20

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
If you could turn a $60 a month investment in your health into $300-500/WEEK
income would you be interested in learning more? For a recorded Business Overview call 918-222-7201 box 271 then
call Windell Dorman at 336-454-6469.
Start earning now!

Dry Cleaning Station—12

Taste of Thai/Healthy Spice—26

Earth Fare—48

The Best of Water—38

Earth Songs—42

Thrivent Financial for Lutherans—49

East-West Health Clinic—18

Through the Looking Glass—22

Eclectic by Nature—45

Triad Hypnosis—44

Environmental Heating Solutions—24

Triad Iridology—42

LOOKING FOR AESTHETICIAN
Looking for experienced Holistic Aesthetician. Day and night-time hours available. Want professional who is interested
in working as a team with healthcare
professionals to provide skin therapy
services in a holistic/wellness setting.
Contact Branches Holistic Health and
Wellness Center at 336-723-1011

Family Yoga—9

Triad Trifecta—63

Fibromyalgia Solutions Center—25

Vemma Nutrition Program—50

Forte—24

Westchester Chiropractic—27

GTCC—35
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Halo Healing—24
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Herbal Life—34

Yoga Cafe—34

HOME BASED BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
Distributors needed. F/T - P/T. Call 800408-8616. www.seriouschoices.com
CLEANSE TO LOSE WEIGHT. CLEANSE
FOR BETTER HEALTH.
As seen on ABC4 News and FOX31
News. www.GoCleanse.com/seodell or
call Sandra 800-408-8616 or 336-4144105.
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Health Fair & Symposium III
Do you have a product or service
that would beneﬁt by presenting it to
several thousand health conscious people?
The Natural Triad Health Fairs are a proven success.
This one promises to be the biggest yet with the
involvement of Fox8. Because of their involvement,
we will be able to promote this event on television
in addition to the radio and print schedules
that are made possible by our other sponsors.
You won't want to miss this opportunity
to present your service and sell your product!

Admission to the Health Fair will be Free.
Who will attend?
The people who read our magazine and attend our events
are your target market. They are people who care about
their health—physical, mental & emotional. They care
about proper nutrition, ﬁtness and personal growth.
Sustainability and the environment are important to them
as well. They like doing business with other like-minded
people, such as those in insurance, law, ﬁnancial
planning, green building, etc.
Attendees will be there to seek the many resources
that our community offers - yours is one of them!

Reserve Your Booth Now at
www.NaturalTriad.com
Join Cindy Farmer and other personalities from FOX8 News at
Natural Triad Magazine's Health Fair & Symposium

Saturday, March 24
9 AM-6 PM

Sponsored By:
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